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SGA 
e-board 
tuition bill 
rescinded
Discussion halted  
until spring sem ester
By Nikki DeBartolo
Asst. News Editor
At the Student Govern­
ment Association’s final meeting 
of the Fall 1997 semester, debate 
raged hotly over bill F97063, the 
Tuition Subsidy bill, which 
called for the subsidization of up 
to twelve credits tuition for each 
of the executive board members. 
The SGA meeting, which begins 
at four p.m. on Wednesdays, did 
not address the bill until 7 p.m., 
after discussing much of the 
year’s end business.
The bill was assigned to the 
appropriate com mittees last 
week by the Vice President of the 
SGA, Jennifer Lynch. The two 
committees into which the bill
SGA cont. on p. 3
Winter Wonderland
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION
Let W in ter Begin: Snow began to fa ll early Wednesday and tapered o ff  during  the 
evening dum ping three to four inches on campus. Meterolgists are ca lling  fo r ligh t 
rain o r snow today, w ith  icy  condidtions.
Baseball stadium to be finished in spring
After minor setback 
construction continues 
By Melissa Butler
Staff Writer
The Yogi Berra 
Stadium,which is currently being 
constructed by Point Construc­
tion, is scheduled to be com­
pleted on March 15 with one 
minor setback, said MSU Base­
ball Coach Norm Schocning.
According to Schocning,
Point Construction was four 
weeks behind schedule in receiv­
ing a permit to lay cement for the 
outer shell of the stadium. How­
ever, now that the permit has 
been received construction has 
continued.
“The permits were re ­
ceived and they are in the pro­
cess of moving forward with the 
outside shell,” stated Schocning.
Fortunately, the funding for 
this $6.5 million project has not
Home plate of the future Yogi Berra Stadium, due open in the spring.
STADIUM cont. on p. O
Calcia Hall 
damaged in 
pipe explosion
By Nicholas P. Clunn
News Editor
While students were away 
at Thanksgiving break, a steam 
pipe burst in Calcia Hall, caus­
ing severe ceiling damage to the 
second floor hallway. Ceiling 
tiles arc currently being replaced, 
and the pipes arc repaired. Re­
portedly. the situation could have 
been avoided after some faculty 
members informed the mainte­
nance crew about the leaking 
steam pipe on Wednesday Nov. 
26. the last day of classes before 
the break.
"We had a steam valve 
blowing steam all weekend.” 
said a Calcia Hall Arts professor. 
"They told us that (the pipe) is 
the way it is supposed to be.”
Although the damage is
PIPE cont. on p. 5
Student run 
ambulance 
on the 
horizon
By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
The Montclair State Uni­
versity Emergency Medical Ser­
vices (EMS) may be operational 
by January, according to EMS 
chief Thomas J. Hynes. As of 
press time, Hynes reported that 
Dean of Students Helen 
Matusow-Ayres is tending to 
some final administrative for­
malities. EMS will be the first 
ever student run ambulance ser­
vice in the history of the univer­
sity.
Hynes said in a tele­
phone interview on December 9 
that the 30 member EMS is still 
waiting for official approval from 
MSU’s executive council. He 
expects the council to give EMS 
the green light by January. 
Hynes stated that the Faculty 
Senate endorsed the EMS at their 
November meeting. He added 
that the Student Government 
Association (SGA) originally 
granted the organization a class 
III charter in the Fall of 1996.
Hynes noted that EMS will 
soon buy an ambulance. He fur­
ther commented that EMS will
AMBULANCE cont. p. 5
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News from the outside world
The week in review
(compiled from cnn.com by Nicholas P. Clunn)
International
Train crash in Germany injures 50
HANOVER, Germany —  At least 50 people 
were injured when a passenger train and a 
freight train collided near the town o f Lehrte, 
east o f Hanover on Tuesday afternoon, rail 
officials said. Three rail freight cars, apparently 
carrying diesel fuel, exploded and burst into 
flames. Firefighters battled the blaze to prevent 
it from spreading to a fourth freight car, 
officials said.
Rescue teams set up m akeshift first-aid 
stations near the crash scene where some o f the 
injured were given medical attention. Others 
were taken to hospitals.
North ans South Koreans end silence
GENEVA —  More than 44 years after the 
Korean War ended, the opposing sides began 
talks on Tuesday in a bid to achieve a lasting 
peace on the divided Asian peninsula. Formal 
negotiations involving all four key participants 
in the war opened with a two-day session in 
Geneva and are widely expected to last many 
months or even years.
North and South Korea remain 
technically at war because the 1950-53 
Korean War ended with the signing of an 
armistice but not a peace treaty.
Mexico: Minefield for the working media
M EXICO C IT Y - Since 1970, more than 100 
journalists have been killed. Since 1995, 500 
reporters have been targets o f violence, 
according to Juan Bautista, president of the 
Fraternity o f Mexican Reporters. This year 
alone, 10 were slain.
The campaign o f violence and 
intimidation against journalists makes Mexico 
the most dangerous country in Latin America 
for journalists, many observers say.
National
Student acted alone in Kansas shooting
W EST PADUCAH, Kentucky —  While the 
investigation into a high school shooting spree 
continues, there is no indication so far that 
anyone helped a student charged with killing 
three classmates, authorities said Monday.
McCracken County Sheriff Frank 
Augustus, who initially said he suspected more 
than one person was involved in the December 
1 shootings at Heath High School, now says he 
has no evidence to support a conspiracy theory. 
Weekend interviews about the killings 
produced no information that would lead to 
additional arrests, and none were foreseen, 
Augustus said.
Drug Absue still most toubiing problem
WASHINGTON —  Adults continue to rank 
drug abuse as the most troubling problem 
facing children in America, according to a new 
survey. Crime emerged as the second biggest 
worry, followed by family breakdown.
Experts were concerned, however that 
respondents to the survey commissioned by the 
Harvard School of Public Health and the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation did not rank poverty, child 
care and health care among the issues facing
children.
Gov’t still investigating TWA plane crash
BALTIMORE —  In the final moments before 
TWA Flight 800 blew up, pilots chatted about 
restless passengers, a wildly fluctuating 
fuel gauge and how the je t was climbing faster 
than normal, like a “homesick angel.”
At the end, there is an abrupt, tenth-of- 
a-second noise that trails off into silence, 
possibly the sound o f the center fuel tank 
exploding.
The safety board explained how a thorough 
examination of the wreckage ruled out a bomb or 
missile as the cause of the crash.
Spiff If «Ü
Questions? Comments? 
E-mail The Montclarion
l i  I f  Jm. &
Montclarion@saturn.montclair.edu
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was placed were the Appropriations com­
mittee and the Government and Adminis­
tration committee. The bill passed the Ap­
propriations committee this past week 
with a vote of 4-2-0. However, the bill 
was tabled in Government and Adminis­
tration in the interest of further research­
ing the stipulations of the bill.
The bill was brought to the focus of 
the SGA when a motion was made to dis­
charge the Government and Administra­
tion committee and place the bill on the 
floor for immediate consideration. After 
eight minutes of debate, the motion passed 
11- 1- 2.
Awaiting the author’s report, George 
Raffa made an immediate motion to re­
move Vice President Jennifer Lynch from 
the chair. She squelched the motion by 
willingly removing herself. In her place, 
President Pro Tempore, John Griffin, took, 
and subsequently removed himself form 
the chair. Finally, Attorney General, John 
Brost, filled the vacancy.
With the appropriate chair seated the 
bill was brought to the floor. Immediately 
there was a call for a ruling on the consti­
tutionality of the bill. As Brost reviewed 
all the relevant statutes, Karen Cardell, the 
author of the bill and President of the 
SGA, was permitted to start her report. 
Yet, before she was able to begin, Attor­
ney General John Brost decided on the 
aforementioned ruling. He ruled the Tu­
ition Subsidy bill unconstitutional.
At that time the President Pro-Tem- 
pore called for an appeal of the Attorney 
General by the President of the Legisla­
ture, Jennifer Lynch. Lynch then voiced 
her support of Brost’s ruling which ren­
dered the bill unconstitutional.
After the Vice-president made her 
statement, John Griffin called for an ap­
peal to the Legislature. The Attorney Gen­
eral called the motion out of order. He 
based this decision on his interpretation 
of the statues.
After the ruling, the issue of bill 
F97063 died on the floor. The business 
of the SGA continued in Open Forum. 
During this time Karen Cardell, in a pas­
sionate appeal to the legislature, explained 
that there is a “damn good reason” for the 
Executive Board Tuition Subsidy to come 
to the legislative floor. According to 
Cardell, the fact that the legislators did not 
have the final say “scares the hell out of 
me.”
In defense of her bill, Cardell cited 
the fact that she was paid approximately 
$3,000 over the summer as the Summer 
Director of the SGA. She used this infor­
mation to justify the SGA expenditure for 
the payment, up to twelve credits, of tu­
ition for the Executive Board members of 
the SGA. She further bolstered her posi­
tion by illustrating that the Executive 
Board members dedicate at least forty 
hours per week to the Student Govern­
ment.
Cardell supported her bill by vehe­
mently claiming that “never is [the Attor-
SGA cont. on p. 4
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President Pro Tempore o f  the Student G overnm ent Association, John 
G riffin  addresses the legislature on the to p ic  o f  the e-board tu ition  b il l  
at yesterday’s m eeting w h ile  A ttorney G eneral John Brost looks on.
Many SGA e-boards get paid nationwide
College Press Service
For Johnathan Brill, heading up stu­
dent government at the University of Mi­
ami, Coral Gables, Fla., isn’t just a job. 
It’s $19,140 a year.
Although he’s probably the highest- 
paid student-government official in the 
nation, Brill isn’t alone in picking up a 
monthly paycheck, tuition credit or class 
credit in return for work as a campus poli­
tician. Seventy percent of American col­
leges and universities offer 
elected student officials some 
form of compensation, according 
to a fall survey conducted by Stu­
dent Leader magazine, based in 
Gainesville, Fla.
The magazine sent ques­
tionnaires to 900 U.S. institutions 
of higher learning. One hundred 
and fifty schools returned sur­
veys, 72 o of which came from 
public schools; 52, private; and 
26. community schools. Over­
all, 88 percent of the state schools offer 
compensation, while 48 percent of the 
private schools do. (The complete results 
are on-line at www.studentleader.com)
The magazine decided to do a sur­
vey after publication of a short roundup 
of student-official salaries in its June is­
sue caused a wave of national stories, in­
cluding one in U.S. News and World Re­
port. “We were suiprised at the sheer 
number of schools that do compensate stu­
dent leaders,” says Butch Oxendine, pub­
lisher of Student Leader.
“I think the percentage would hold 
up” if all 4,000 U.S. university and col-
leges responded, he adds.
Oxendine, now 34, has been both a 
paid and unpaid student leader. At Lake 
City (Fla.) Community College, he re­
ceived full-tuition credit; at the Univer­
sity of Florida, Gainesville, he received 
zip
Oxendine says he’s in favor of com­
pensating student-government leaders. 
“They shouldn’t be veiwed differently
than athletes or scholars” who often re­
ceive tuition, he says.
Pay, he adds, also enables students 
from a variety of economic backgrounds 
to participate in student. “If you don’t pay, 
you leave it open only to rich kids who 
can afford to donate 60 hours of time a 
week,” he says.
He also favors tuition credits over 
paychecks. “That way you’re sure it goes 
towrd your education,” he adds, and not 
pizza and beer.
Allison Miller, student government 
president and a political science major at
the University of Iowa, says her $600-a- 
month paycheck works out to “way, way 
under minimum wage.” The job keeps 
her so busy that she had to quit a higher­
paying job as a telemarketer in order to 
keep her sanity. “People e-mail you, they 
stop by, they call you—you wouldn’t be­
lieve it,” says the junior, who plans a ca­
reer in non-profit management.
Despite the craziness, Miller says 
she’s no in for the money. “I wouldn’t be 
suspicious of anyone who takes 
this job for the money,” she says. 
“I don’t think they would have 
the students’ best interests at 
heart.”
Other schools pay student 
leaders not with a monthly pay- 
check, but with tuition credits. 
Brill, for instance, never sees his 
“salary”—it’s applied to his tu­
ition bill at University of Miami, 
which is a private school. “Tu­
ition credits are much better,” he 
says. “If you start paying cash, you open 
the door to all sorts of improprieties.”
Brill, a senior majoring in interna­
tional finance and marketing, says he 
would have run for 40-hour-a-week job 
even if it didn’t pay.
“It’s been tremendously beneficial,” 
he says of the experience. “I’ve met some 
amazing leaders who have served a men­
tors.”
What’s more, he says the pay helps 
him do a better job. “If I didn’t get paid, 
I’d have to get another job, and I wouldn’t 
have the time to commit to this one,” he 
comments.
Student Salary 
Survey
A recent survey by Student Leader  
M agazine show s m ost student 
governm ent leaders get p a id  
som ething fo r  their hard work.
Overall % offering salary: 
70%
Public schools offering 
salary: 88%
Private schools offering 
salary: 48%
No. of surveys sent: 900 
Respondents: 150 
Private schools: 52 
Public schools: 72 
Community schools: 26
courtesy o f  College Press Service
If  you don t pay, you leave it 
open only to rich kids who can 
afford to donate 60 hours o f  
time a week.
- Butch Oxendine, publisher, Student Leader
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12/3/97
Bias Incident/Criminal M iscehif
Person(s) unknown vandalized 
elevator in Dickson Hall and drew 
two sw astika’s on elevator wall. 
Medical
A female dance student injured her 
ankle during practice in Life Hall. 
The female was transported to 
Health and W ellness Center and 
later taken to hospital by 
am bulance.
Property Damage
Alight pole in lot 15 was dam aged
by a truck backing into the lot.
12/4/97 
Assist Other Agency
A female Clove Road resident was 
served with m unicipal summonses, 
by the W illiam Patterson Police 
D epartm ent, stem m ing from an 
incident which occurred at W illiam 
Patterson Universtiy.
12/5/97
Medical
A female em ployee cam e to 
headqurters to report she had fallen 
in lot 15, on D ecem ber 4, injuring 
her left hand and fingers.
Defiant Trespass 
A male who is currently “persona- 
non-grata” from the Residence Life 
buildings was seen in Blanton Hall 
dormitory. Crim inal com plaints are 
pending.
12/6/97
Burglary
Person(s) unknow n unlawfully 
entered room 307b/c, rum m aging 
through docum ents.
Fire Alarm
A smoke sensor in a ninth floor 
room in Bohn Hall , was activated 
by residents using a hair dryer.
12/7/97
Theft
A male student had his com bination 
lock stolen from Panzer Gym.
and clock radio from an office in 
M oorehead Hall.
Person(s) unknown stole a VCR 
from a classroom in the Sprague 
Library.
A male student had clothing and 
sports equipm ent stolen from his 
locker in Panzer Gym.
Property Damage 
A gate at the top Quinn Road 
swung open striking and damaging 
a students vehicle.
Medical
A female fell donw the front stairs 
o f the Student Center, injuring both 
her legs. The femal refused 
medical treatment.
A female student tripped on the 
sidewalk by Blanton Hall, injuring 
her left ankle. Female was taken to 
the Health and Wellness Center for 
treatment.
Suspicious Activity 
O fficers responded to the com plaint 
o f a “beeping” noise (possible 
bom b), com ing from a garbage can 
in frount o f the Clove Road 
Apartm ents 100 building. The area 
was secured and the Passaic County 
Bomb squad responded to the 
scene. The search revealved the 
noise came from a discarded but 
still active, smoke detector.
12/9/97
Fire Alarm
Officers responded to the smell of 
sm oke in Panzar Gym. The 
building was evacuated and 
M ontcliar Fire D epartm ent 
responded. The smoke was coming 
from a circuit breaker box. Circuits 
inside the breaker box were 
replaced by MSU electricians. 
Medical
A female student suffered an 
asthm a attack while in the lobby of 
police headquarters. Female was 
given her inhaler and refused 
medical attention.
12/10/97
12/8/97
Criminal M ischief
A male Bohn Hall resident, had his 
vehicle vandalized while parked in 
lot 18.
Theft
Person(s) unknow n stole a phone
Medical
A female Blanton Hall resident 
com plained o f pains in her 
abdom en. Officers responded to 
the scene, am bulance was 
contracted and female was 
transported to the hospital
burses lists days and times o f  final
____________ SGA story contd. from p. 3
ney General] the last word.” She went on 
to encourage the legislature to talk about 
the bill and its merits in Open Forum.
John Griffin, PPT, declared the re­
luctance to pull this bill to the floor “hon­
estly an atrocity.” He voiced his stance 
that the previous ruling of the Attorney 
General to deny the legislature their right 
to debate the bill was the obstruction of 
the “absolute power of the legislature and 
the student body.” He upheld his convic­
tion by quoting the SGA statutes and 
Robert’s’ Rules of Order. Both sources 
indicated that the legislature could indeed 
overrule the chair by a simple majority. 
He went on to state that “it is our right 
and privilege and duty.”
John Griffin even hazarded a sug­
gestion that the Attorney general submit 
his resignation or stand to be impeached. 
This proposal came after the PPT’s assess­
ment of John Brost’s consecutive “uncon­
stitutional” rulings at the Greek Council 
meeting on December 9,1997 in conjunc­
tion with his current ruling at this session 
of the SGA. Griffin later retracted that 
recommendation.
John Griffin ultimately made a mo­
tion to override the decision of the chair 
regarding the constitutionality of bill 
F97063. The motion passed 8-3-3 and at 
this time John Brost was reinstated as the 
chair.
By 7:45p.m., the SGA yielded the 
floor to the President Karren Cardell. In
her author’s report she amended her bill 
adding that it would not take effect until 
June 1, 1998. Since the new time frame 
would not have the bill take affect until 
after her term of office, barring re-elec­
tion, this amendment dispels any con­
cerns that . motives are directly related 
to her current financial position. She goes 
on to clarify that the appropriation for this 
bill would be funded by unappropriated 
surplus. Cardell utilized the December 
3, 1997 USA Today article on page 120, 
to support her claim by stating that “98% 
of state universities pay their Student 
Government Executive Boards.” Cardell 
also substantiated her position with re­
search from “The SGA Salary Survey “ 
in the Fall 1997 issue of the Student 
Leader .
Bill F97063, which concerned it­
self with remuneration of Executive 
Board members for their time vested in 
the SGA, was eventually rescinded by its 
author, Karen Cardell. However, it cre­
ated much discussion and drew the 
legislature’s focus toward entertaining a 
similar recommendation in the Spring of 
1998.
When Cardell was asked about her 
concerns and goal when initially 
authoring the bill, she stated “I am the 
Chief Executive Officer. It is my job to 
ensure that the purpose of the SGA [serv­
ing students] is fulfilled. If we are not 
working toward that end our system needs 
to be fixed.”
Happy Holidays from the 
news staff o The 
Montclarion/ See you 
next semester!
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AMBULANCE cont. fromp. 1
soon be establishing a campus ambulance 
base.
“It is likely that the ambulance will 
be housed somewhere close to the Stu­
dent Center, since that’s where our office 
is. We will be most likely aligned with 
the Health and Wellness Center at Blanton 
Hall, although (Department of Safety and 
Secuirty) Director Philip Calitrc will have 
a strong voice in certain aspects of the 
operation”, Hynes said.
EMS Public Relations Officer Nikki 
DcBartolo indicated that the ambulance 
will be purchased with an appropriation 
from the administration. DeBartolo said 
the ambulance itself will cost about 
$60,000, while the remainder of the allo­
cation will be used for equipment. She 
added that an exact dispatch protocol has 
yet to be worked out.
“We would like for all ambulance 
calls to feed directly from DSS dispatch.
since they receive all medical calls on the 
X4111 emergency line. We may have our 
own radio system. It’s still pretty much 
all up in the air at this point,” DcBartolo 
informed the Montclarion, and also 
pointed out that EMS is a necessity be­
cause in order to decrease response time 
to all medical calls.
“If it is a life threatening situation, 
DSS will simultaneously call for an am­
bulance and dispatch an officer, but in 
other situations, DSS will only dispatch 
an officer to assess the situation. Certain 
seemingly non life-threatening situations 
such as asthma attacks and leg fractures 
above the knee, can quickly become life 
threatening,” DeBartolo said.
EMS is located in Room 105 of the 
Student Center. To become a member, or 
for further information, please call 
Montclair State University Emergency 
Medical Service (EMS) at 1-888-460- 
7759.
____________ STADIUM cont. from p. 1
been a problem. Mr. Floyd Hail, Presi­
dent and CEO of Floyd Hall Enterprises 
and CEO of K-Mart in Michigan has pro­
vided the funding for the Yogi Berra Sta­
dium as well as the Floyd Hall Ice Arena, 
a donation totaling $12.5 million.
Hall, a resident of M ontclair 
Heights, simply wants to give back to 
his community, said Schoening.
i ■
.
The Red Hawk’s first game in Yogi 
Berra Stadium is scheduled for Tuesday, 
March 24 against Allentown, Pennsyl­
vania at 3:00 p.m. While Schoening does 
not feel it will effect the MSU baseball 
team’s performance, he believes the new 
stadium will effect the overall recruiting 
in both academic and athletic programs.
Pipes are exposed after p ipe  explosion on the second floo r o f  Calcia
ha ll causing ce iling  damage. ninr. r ,
______________PIPE cont, rrom p. I
promptly being repaired, apparently without serious problems, the incident raises 
questions concerning the reliability of the Calcia maintenance staff and their knowl­
edge of the building they arc taking after.
The Calcia maintenance staff member’s were unavailable for comment.
C e n t e r st a g E
@THE SOUNDGARDEN
Friday Night December 12-
DOGVOICES
J3
Friday Night December 19-
BIG ORANGE CONE
FRIDAY Night December 26-
The Day After Christmas
GOOD GIRLS DON’T
Fridays and only Fridays you’ll see the 
best live entertainment in the state 
At Centerstage @ the SOUNDGARDEN
Tel 973-778-4433
CenterStage One south main street Lodi, New Jersey
Looking for some extra money to 
pay off those holiday bills?
Are you a computer literate, 
ambitious, college student?
Talent Tree Staffing Services presently has 
numerous temporary positions with many 
prestigious companies throughout Northern 
New Jersey, open to people like yourself.
Take advantage of this great opportunity 
during your holiday break.
Paramus Florham Park
(201) 368-2400 (973 ) 301-0660
Remember temporary employment is a 
great way to get started in your career!
We look forward to speaking with you 
and Happy Holidays!
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The year is 2013.
One m an walked in 
o ff the horizon 
and hope came with him .
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Candle light vigil closes World AIDS Day events
By Kara Richardson
Feature Editor
A bout 40 people attended the Candle Light Vigil held on De cember 4th. The 7:00 P.M. event 
was a touching closure to the series of lec­
tures and movies to remember those who 
are fighting or have lost the battle with 
AIDS.
A poignant introduction was given 
by Mirtha Tejada. Lambda Tau Omega, 
Inc. played an influential role in the orga­
nization and production of the events held 
from December 1 (World AIDS Day) 
until December 4. Other contributing or­
ganizations were the Health and Wellness 
Center. Psychological Services, the 
Newman Catholic Center, the Campus 
Ministry Council, the Campus Protestant 
Foundation, and the Women’s Center.
Father Al, of the Newman Catholic 
Center, gave a moving benediction re­
membering those lost to AIDS. “I was 
happy that I could participate in the event. 
There was a sense of support and sensi­
tivity to those people who are afflicted
with the disease,” Father Al 
said.
The OSAU Gospel 
Ensemble followed the 
benediction with a piece 
called “No Greater Love”. 
Kenyatta Montgomery 
(one of the eight perform­
ers) commented, “It was 
another wonderful event 
that the sisters of Lambda 
Tau Omega, Inc. put to­
gether.”
After Dean Harris 
spoke eloquently on the 
subject of AIDS, the candle 
light vigil was held. Par­
ticipants then lit candles in 
a circular formation to 
honor those living with 
AIDS and those who have 
passed away. “The solemn 
remembrance touched the 
attending students, faculty 
and staff,” according to Sue
AIDS conf on p.9
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Red ribbons were hung from  m any trees on campus to increase AIDS awareness.
Students help children through Project Santa
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
Pro ject Santa volunteers wrap presents fo r needy ch ild ren.
By Kara Richardson
Feature Editor
Santa’s Helpers had warm smiles on their faces as they wrapped the gifts with brightly colored paper. On 
December 9, 1997, about 20 MSU stu­
dents who volunteered to help Project 
Santa get gifts ready for Christmas.
Project Santa is a nonprofit organi­
zation that .distributes gifts during the 
Christmas season to children who are less 
fortunate. This year, Project Santa will 
touch about 350 children’s lives. Project 
Santa will visit 15 different oiphanages, 
shelters and hospitals in the New Jersey 
area this year to distribute the gifts.
David Cozzi, an MSU Alumni, be­
gan the generous project back in 1994 
when he visited hospitals dressed as Santa. 
His rapidly growing project is hoping to 
give even more to children this year.
“We were very fortunate to have 
Rosie O’Donnell donate. The process 
took a while but she sent a huge box to us 
with about 40 different gifts in it!” 
Danette Dickinson of Project Santa com­
mented. The nonprofit organization has 
received donations from many corporate 
sponsors such as baseball caps from PAW 
Distributors and Kids of America who 
donated many stuffed animals. Local 
businesses like Book Comer in Montclair 
showed their generosity to Project Santa 
by donating many books.
Project Santa collects new and used 
toys, books and clothes. The presents are
separated according to age group and sex 
of the child. Project Santa depends on the 
increasing number of volunteers through 
out the season. They also accept finan­
cial donations to keep the organization 
running.
Danette Dickinson, MSU student, 
mentioned that the organization is at­
tempting to charter with the SGA to in­
crease the membership among MSU stu­
dents. Dickinson hopes the association
with the SGA will provide a central work 
space on campus and will be able to give 
to even more children.
According to Dickinson, the orga­
nization also hopes to develop into a year 
long project. Possibly making monthly 
trips to shelters, hospitals and orphanages 
to celebrate birthdays or other holidays.
People interested in helping Project 
Santa can call (973) 748-3936.
Holiday
stress
survival
How to get through 
those holiday blues
By Susan J. Herman, Ph.D.
Special to The Montclarion
The holidays are approaching and the semester is coming to a close. It is a time full of parties and fam­
ily gatherings, but for some people, it’s a 
time of self-evaluation, sadness, loneli­
ness, and anxiety about an uncertain fu­
ture.
Usually the holidays are supposed 
to be a time full of joy, good cheer and 
optimistic hopes for a new year, but for 
many people this time can prove to be a 
stressful time in their lives. These feel­
ings can be stimulated by many situations 
including: anxiety about final exams, 
possibility of failing a course, graduation 
time, difficulty concentrating, making an 
important decision, wondering what to do 
with your life and reevaluating why you 
are in college. Other factors include go­
ing home, difficulty being with one’s fam­
ily, unrealistic expectations, over commer­
cialization, strife with a parent or strug­
gling to be independent from you parents.
STRESS cont. on p.8
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Emma Donoghue delights Pursuits of English class
By Kara Richardson______________
Feature Editor
Four sections of the prerequisite En glish course, Pursuits of English, crowded into the Calcia lecture hall 
to hear Irish author Emma Donoghue lec­
ture. The December 8th presentation, 
sponsored by the Visiting Writers Com­
mittee of MSU’s English Department 
brought insight into the work of the critic 
novelist and playwright.
Donoghue is the author of two nov­
els Hood and Stir-Fry. Hood was the win­
ner of the American Library Association 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Book Award. 
She is also credited for the 
groundbreaking history Passions Between 
Women: British Lesbian Culture, 1668 - 
1801.
Emma Donoghue first shared her 
short story called “Words For Things” 
from the Penguin Book o f Lesbian Short 
Fiction. Donoghue described her work 
in historical fiction as a “refreshing diver­
sion from the chatty novels about contem­
porary Dublin.”
The reading was a preceded with a 
request to wave in the air if the audience 
could not understand her quick Irish ac­
cent. Her witty nature were brought to 
life within her writing and her lively read­
ing of the piece.
After the reading, the lecture was 
turned over to the audience in an open 
forum manner. The class was anxious and 
interested to learn more about Emma 
Donoghue’s life as a writer.
She answered questions about char­
acter development, literary influences and 
writing style. Donoghue seemed pleased 
to answer each question asked by the stu­
dents. She often had the crowd laughing 
as she spoke candidly about her writing 
experiences, when asked about what part 
her real-life experiences added to her writ­
ing she just said with a smile, “I’m afraid 
I’m a bit short on those.”
She also said that she is just now 
dipping into her teenage diaries for writ­
ing material. “It’s dangerous to use your 
own material too soon, there is a bit too 
much chance for a shot of revenge in your 
writing.” Donoghue added.
When asked whether she prefers 
writing novels or her new endeavors in 
short stories Donoghue responded, “Well, 
novels are very tiring,” with a jovial laugh. 
Students of the Pursuits of English class 
were also given a piece called “Counting 
the Days”, a touching piece that Emma 
Donoghue will include in her upcoming 
collection of historical fiction which she 
hopes to call Histories o f Nothing._____
DONOGHUE cont. on p.10
STRESS cont. from p. 7
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' ’ e for the holi-
days can produce other stress reactions 
such as headaches, excess fatigue, ex­
cessive drinking, overeating, difficulty 
sleeping and emotional disappointments.
Stress! We all have it. Stress af­
fects each of us differently, and it is im­
portant to learn to manage it.
Stress is a factor of every day life. 
It is something you cannot avoid. Stress 
results from any change you must adapt 
to ranging form the negative extreme of 
actual physical danger, to the exhilara­
tion of falling in love or achieving some 
long desired success.
Stress can affect us physically and 
emotionally and create positive and 
negative feelings, 
without stress. All stress is not bad be­
cause positive events that happen can 
have the same effects on us as well. For 
instance starting college, completing all 
the course requirements for the semes­
ter, starting a new job, preparing for the 
holiday season, going home, marriage, 
or a promotion at work brings with it the 
stress of change of status and new re­
sponsibilities.
Distress or negative stress occurs 
when you perceive that the challenge 
facing you is unfair and you are con­
cerned that you may lack the resources 
to cope with it. Certain life events such 
as an illness, loss of someone close, aca­
demic pressures, relationship difficulties, 
experiencing a traumatic event and prob­
lems with parents or family members are 
all examples of negative stress. As a
negative influence, it can result in feel­
ings of distrust, rejection, anger, depres­
sion, and the “holiday blues” which in 
turn could lead to health problems.
Health problems that may be 
linked to stress include: headaches, skin 
disorders, menstrual discomfort, insom­
nia, overeating and upset stomach.
Just as there arc many sources of 
stress, there are many possibilities for 
its management. The first step in re­
ducing stress is to acknowledge the im­
pact of large and small changes in your 
life. What they share in common is that 
you must adapt to them and reestablish 
an equilibrium in life. However, all re­
quire an effort toward change: chang­
ing the source of stress and/or changing 
and reaction to it. The 
following ate several ways to manage
IPlilliPSensible Diet
with a good breakfast. Avoid caffeine
balanced nutritious meals every day. Try 
to prioritize to avoid the constant stress 
and pressure that may tempt you to over-
Cflt«
Time Management Recognize 
what you can change. Use your time 
wisely rather than procrastinate. Learn 
to be organized. Make lists of things to 
do and prioritize the most important ac­
tivities. For example, anticipate dead­
lines and foreseeable crises (final
or modify others. Be realistic about 
what you can and cannot do. Therefore,
STRESS conf. on p. 10
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Emma Donoghue reads her short story “ Words For Things.”
Get into the holiday spirit!
F ollow  these tips!
By Kara Richardson
Feature Editor
A re you feeling a little more like a grinch this Christmas? Here are some ideas to help lift your 
spirits this season.
1. String popcorn 
and cranberries with 
some friends.
2. Sit by a fire 
with cocoa with a 
friend and reminisce 
about Christmas past.
3. Donate a toy to 
a charity drive like Project 
Santa.
4. Take a late night 
drive with a friend to check 
out other people’s decora­
tions.
5. Drive out to the coun­
try and go to a place where you 
can pick out your own tree.
6. Go to Rockefeller Center 
to see the NYC Christmas tree and 
then maybe do some skating.
7. Send out Christmas cards on time 
this year.
8. Bake cookies for someone who 
has helped you all year round!
9. Play Christmas tunes lightly in 
the background as you cram for exams.
10. Get involved in a holiday ser­
vice project that will touch someone less 
fortunate than you this Christmas.
11. Take a romantic walk in freshly 
fallen snow. Take a moment to see how it 
twinkles from the street lamps.
12. Get your picture taken with 
Santa while shopping.
13. Cater to young chil­
dren. If you live with or are 
visiting young children 
who still believe in Santa, 
take a bite out of a 
cookie that was left 
for him and leave a 
thank you note. An­
other cute idea my fa­
ther used to do is take 
big boots and make ash 
print from the fireplace 
to the tree.
14. Trim a tree.
15. Strategically hang 
mistletoe.
16. Watch Christmas spe­
cials on TV.
17. Go Christmas Caroling.
18. Make paper snowflakes and 
hang them on your window.
19. Take you smallest relative to see 
Santa Claus.
20. Don’t forget the Egg Nog!
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African-Americans celebrate 31st year of Kwanzaa ADS coni. from p. 7
By Rhoda Donat
Staff Writer
This December marked the 31st year in which Kwanzaa is being celebrated. This holiday, is in­tended to be the daily aspiration of the 
African American people. Kwanzaa be­
gins on December 26th and lasts until De­
cember 31 st. The inventor, Dr. Maulana 
Kamga, based the African American holi­
day on the cultural principle known as 
Kawaida. “The Kawaida theory premise 
is that social revolutionary change for 
Black America can be achieved by the act 
of revealing and disclosing individuals to 
their cultural heritage,” according to a 
Kwanzaa information web site.
The concept of Kwanzaa was de­
signed to address three conditions which 
served as social barriers to the people of 
the Black community during the civil 
Rights Era. Prior to the development of 
Kwanzaa, there was no holiday which 
specifically addressed the African Ameri­
can culture. The second condition was 
the exploitation of Black Americans dur­
ing the months of October, November 
and December - the Christmas season. 
The third issue addressed was the need 
for reassessment, reclaiming, recommit­
ment, remembrance, retrieval, resump­
tion, resurrection, and rejuvenation of 
those principles (Way of Life) utilized by 
African Americans. These principles are 
one of the many things attributed to the 
African American survival of slavery, rac­
ism, and oppression.
Kwanzaa is a celebration which fo­
cuses on the oneness of a community and 
the goodness of life. It is a family ori­
ented celebration which aims to reinforce 
the bonds between parents and children 
teaching them new views and values. It 
is a time to get together and gives thanks, 
enjoy the company of family and func­
tioning as a family.
7 IS. y Jk"
Although is often de­
scribed as a spiritual holiday, it claims no 
ties with any religion. The celebration is 
aimed towards strengthening a collective 
self-concept as a people, honor their past, 
critically evaluate their present and com­
mit themselves to a fuller, more produc­
tive future. In short the holiday was de­
signed to help African Americans relate 
to the past in order to understand the 
present and deal with the future.
Kwanzaa is based on seven prin­
ciples known as Kguzo Saba. The seven 
principals are represented as candles when 
Kwanzaa is celebrated. These are social 
and spiritual principles, dealing with ways 
for us to relate to each other and rebuild 
our lives in our own images. The seven 
principles are:
Umoja (Unity) -To strive for and 
maintain unity in the family community, 
nation and race.
Kujichagulia (Self Determination) - 
To define themselves, name themselves, 
create for themselves and speak for them­
selves
Ujima (Collective Work and Re­
sponsibility) - To build and maintain their 
own stores, shops and other businesses 
and to profit together from them
Nia (Purpose) - To make as their 
collective vocation the building and de­
veloping of their community in order to 
restore their people to their traditional 
greatness
Kuumba (Creativity) - To do al­
ways as much as they can, in the way that 
they can, in order to leave their commu­
nity more beautiful and beneficial than 
when they inherited it.
Imani (Faith) - To believe whole 
heartedly in their parents, their teachers, 
their leaders, their people and the righ­
teousness and victory of their struggle.
Villamor from Lambda Tau Omega, 
Inc.
Villamor also commented that 
the open-mike segment of the pro­
gram was touching. Friends and fam­
ily spoke candidly about their expe­
riences. Many spoke about the im­
portance of AIDS awareness.
Latasha Casteriow, Cultural Af­
fairs Chair of OSAU, said, “I liked 
how they made a week long remem­
brance of those have passed on from 
the disease.”
“The whole idea of working 
with two sororities, Psychological 
Services, Nurse Nancy of the Health 
and Wellness Center and many oth­
ers was a good sign of collaboration 
and cooperation at MSU. It showed 
that the university community could 
come together to support and encour­
age one another.” Father A1 com­
mented about the week of events.
This is the fourth year of the 
World AIDS Day series at the MSU 
Campus. Mayra Garcia of Lambda 
Tau Omega, Inc. attended her second 
World AIDS events this year. She 
added, “Even though the event is held 
year after year, it is a reminder of 
something that hasn’t gone away yet. 
It is very touching for me, it makes 
me want to keep supporting those af­
fected by AIDS and increase the 
awareness.”
Muslim fast 
of Ramadan 
to begin in 
December
By Ibrahim Mahmoud
Staff Writer
The Muslim community in America and around the world will begin the month-long fast of 
Ramadan (rom-a-don). Ramadan is the 
month on the Islamic lunar calendar dur­
ing which Muslims abstain from food, 
drink and other sensual pleasures from 
break of dawn to sunset. The fast is per­
formed to leant discipline, self-restraint, 
and generosity; while obeying God’s com­
mandments. Fasting (along with the dec­
laration of faith, daily prayers, charity, and 
pilgrimage to Mecca) is one of the “five 
pillars” of Islam. Because Ramadan is a 
lunar month, it begins about eleven days 
earlier each year.
Who must fast?
* Fasting is compulsory for those 
who are mentally and physically fit, past 
the age of puberty, in a settled situation 
(not traveling), and are sure fasting is un­
likely to cause real physical or mental in­
jury.
Ranya seduces in the Rathskellar
By Kara Richardson
Feature Editor
B elly dancer Rayna seduced an au dience of about thirty people in the Student Center on Wednesday 
night. With her brightly colored, jeweled 
costume, Rayna brought to life a dance 
that she describes as “empowering to 
women of all shapes and sizes.”
Her im provisational rhythm ic 
movements were to a mixture of Arabic, 
Egyptian and Spanish music. Rayna dis­
cussed the improvisational nature of the 
dance as a “freedom of expression.”
The International Student Organi­
zation sponsored event heated up a cold, 
snowy night for those in attendance on 
Wednesday night. Rayna’s trance like 
movements were well received by clap­
ping and cheering during her dances. She 
was also well appreciated with applause 
at the end of each song.
The talented performer shared the 
stage with a some of the more brave on­
lookers. One of the people enticed to the 
stage was Saad Benabdallaan, Vice Presi­
dent of the International Student Organi­
zation. Rayna gently wrapped her long 
turquoise scarf around his neck and 
brought him to the stage. Rayna also 
brought some women participants to 
leant to dance the traditional dance.
Her eight years of studying the art 
of belly dancing was made obvious as she 
moved vigorously around the stage. 
Rayna is an American and has been per­
forming professionally for about four 
years now. She believes that Belly danc­
ing “enables women to enjoy the body 
that they have.”
Ranya entertains the Rathskellar crowd.
RAMADAN cont. on p. 11
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By Tom Boud
Staff Writer
People in Macedonia are very 
friendly. Macedonians are a di­
verse people. We are used to co­
existing with other ethnic groups. The 
mentality we developed over the centu­
ries is to accept other cultures as part of 
our own,” said international student Goran 
Grozdoski on December 8. Grozdoski 
hails from Skopje, the capital of 
Macedonia. Grozdoski is finishing his 
third semester of study at MSU as a busi­
ness major. When not studying, Grozdoski 
volunteers his time as Director of Pro­
gramming of the International Student 
Organization (ISO).
According to Webster’s Dictionary, 
Macedonia is a country of over l .6 mil­
lion people north of Greece and southwest 
of Bulgaria. Macedonia was a part of Yu­
goslavia from 1946 until 1991, when Yu­
goslavia disintegrated. Since then, 
Macedonia has been an independent coun­
try with Macedonian as its own official 
language. Macedonia belongs to the 
Slavic group of languages (which includes 
Bulgarian, Belorussian, Czech, Polish, 
Russian, Serbo-C roatian, Slovak, 
Slovene, Ukranian, and Wendish).
Grozdoski stressed that yesteryear 
Macedonia was different from its present 
day version. “It is important to note that 
Macedonia was under communism for a 
half century when it was a part of Yugo­
slavia. There was no freedom of speech, 
no freedom of travel, no private owner­
ship, and no economic motivation. Reli­
gion was not forbidden, but it was discour­
aged. All this lead to a limited variety of 
choices, and the jeopardizing of individual 
freedom,” Grozdoski recounted.
Grozdoski added that Macedonia 
has changed a lot since acquiring inde­
pendence. “Communism was not meant 
to last. It was an appealing idea with no 
practical value. So Macedonia’s indepen­
dence opened the gate to the Western 
world, including America. I was there this 
summer, and there were many new com­
panies and factories. There were more
foreign cars, more clothes, new technol­
ogy, and media such as movies and CDs. 
More things became available as foreign 
capital poured in. The change brought by 
the daylight of independence was obvi­
ous in every sphere of social life. Unfor­
tunately, it was less drastic in education. 
Therefore, many students as myself in 
Macedonia started studying abroad in 
America, France, Germany, and Holland,” 
Grozdoski indicated
Nonetheless, Grozdoski emphasized 
that the change from communism to capi­
talism in 1991 was not seamless. “Sud­
denly there is no more communism, and 
huge amounts of capital. The capital came, 
but there was no foundation or guidelines 
to support this change. A large amount of 
capital belonged to a small amount of 
people. As a result, we have high unem­
ployment, and many companies going 
bankrupt,” Grozdoski said.
Grozdoski offered insights on his 
experience in America. “The first thing I 
experienced on coming to America in 
1996 was high school education. I was 
disappointed in the 12th grade, because 
what they taught was stuff I’ve already 
studied in the 8th and 9th grade in 
Macedonia, but going to college changed 
my opinion because I saw that I had the 
opportunity to pursue higher academic 
goals,” Grozdoski observed.
“Even though most people I’ve met 
are international students due to my posi­
tion in the ISO, I’ve befriended quite a 
few Americans with whom I can social­
ize intellectually. However, I also found 
many people to be culturally unaware, as 
well as lacking curiosity. Personally, I 
think lack of awareness is due to a short­
age of educational information received 
prior to college,” Grozdoski remarked.
“You sec, people in Macedonia are 
more culturally aware. In geography class, 
they make you know the names of all Fifty 
of the United States by heart. Yet surpris­
ingly enough, when I came to America, I 
found many people confusing Macedonia 
with Mesopotamia (a country that hasn’t 
existed for centuries) which proves not 
only a lack of knowledge in geography, 
but history as well,” Grozdoski under­
lined.
Grozdoski urged all Americans not 
to take their country for granted. “What 
struck me about America is, to use one 
word, choice. Your people have many 
things to choose from, so be proud of your 
great country, and take advantage of the 
choices your country provides you,” 
Grozdoski advised.
Grozdoski lastly offered his best 
holiday regards. “As they say in 
Macedonia, Sicken Bozic! (Merry Christ­
mas!)”
______________ STRESS coni, from p. 8
don’t feel guilty if you have to say no 
once in a while.
Relax Take a few minutes every 
day to relax. Take a deep breath and let 
it our slowly. Learn to moderate your 
physical reactions to stress. Slow, deep 
breathing will bring your heart rate and 
respiration back to normal. Meditation 
can also ease stress. Take breaks and 
get away when you can. Relaxation 
techniques can reduce muscle tension.
Exercise Try physical activity to 
build your physical reserves and reduce 
extra stress. Physical activity unwinds 
both the body and mind. Walking, swim­
ming, cycling or jogging can release ten­
sion and make you feel better. Also, 
yoga combines deep breathing with body 
work to create a harmonious balance 
between your physical and spiritual 
selves.
Sleep Get enough sleep. A proper 
amount of sleep will help you be more 
productive. It is easier to handle stress 
when you’re well rested.
Solve problems Look for creative 
solutions to situations that may be caus­
ing stress. Become aware of your stres­
sors and your emotional and physical 
reactions. Don’t ignore them. Problems 
do not usually disappear on their own. 
Ask for help if the problem seems big­
ger than you can handle on your own. 
There are ways of viewing things to hap­
pen to you. Sometimes talking to people 
about that you are experiencing can shed 
a kinder light on what you are experi­
encing.
Expect some frustrations, failures 
and sorrows. Be compassionate and pa­
tient with yourself. Be a friend to your 
self. It is not uncommon for people to 
become overwhelmed by all the stresses 
in their lives. It takes a while to put into 
effect coping strategies to deal with 
stress.
By utilizing the recommendations 
and suggestions presented in this article, 
you can learn how to cope more effec­
tively with distress as well as add more 
positive stress or stimulating changes, 
pleasure and excitement to your life.
— H i
DONOGHUE conf. from p. 8
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The Pursuits of English class heavily emphasizes literary criticism. The in-
tion c try criticism came up. She menti « » *
that she was relatively undisturbed by criticism and one critic often cancels out 
another. Donoghue is at times bewildered by the attachments and suppositions
S.
ed her question answer period with a question about her personal 
life intermingled into her writing. She said, “I ’ve had a happy life, that’s doom for 
a writer!”
Thurs.
11
December
OSAU presents Sister G riots, 7:30 SC Ballrooms 
Board of Trustees M eeting 4:30 SC 419 
Public Telescope Night 8pm infront o f 
Richardson Hall Call X 7266 for m ore info
Fri.
12
December
Last Day of Classes for Fall Semester ‘97!!
Pick up free Bowling Passes in the Office of Student 
Activities (SC 104)
Last day to drop off presents for the Shining Star Gift Drive. 
Spend $10, wrap tightly and drop off at The Newman 
Catholic Center, Call 746-2323 for more info.
SaL/Sun.
13 /1 4
December
Sunday: LASO’s Noche Buena: Mariachis, Songa, 
food, music. SC Formal Dining Room 5-11pm 
Sunday Mass: 11:30 Kopps Lounge and 6:30 at 
The Newman Center
Mon.
15
December
Reading Day - No Classes. Let the cram m ing 
begin!
Tue.
16 Exam Day!
December
Wed.
17 Exam Day!
December
Thurs.
18 Exam Day!
December
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Exemptions from fasting (some ex­
emptions are optional)
* Children under the age of puberty 
(young children are encouraged to fast as 
much as they are able).
* People who are mentally incapaci­
tated or not responsible for their actions
* Those who are too old to fast
* The sick
* Travelers who are on journeys of 
more than about fifty miles
* Pregnant women and nursing 
mothers
* Women who are menstruating
* Those who are temporarily unable 
to fast must make up the missed days at 
another time.
Special Events
* Special prayers, called taraweeh, 
are performed after the daily nighttime 
prayer.
* Lailat ul-Qadr (“Night of Power” 
or “Night of Destiny”) marks the anniver­
sary of the night on which the Prophet 
Muhammad first began receiving revela­
tions from God, through the angel Gabriel. 
Muslims believe Lailat ul-Qadr is one of 
the last odd-numbered nights of Ramadan.
Eid ul-Fitr (“Festival of Fast-Break­
ing”) Prayers at the end of Ramadan
* Eid begins with special morning 
prayers on the first day of Shawwal, the 
month following Ramadan on the Islamic 
lunar calendar, and lasts for three days.
* It is forbidden to perform an op­
tional fast during Eid because it is a time 
for relaxation.
* During Eid Muslims greet each 
other with the phrase “Eid Mubarak” (eed- 
moo-bar-ak), meaning “blessed Eid” and 
“taqabballah ta’atakum”, or “may God 
accept you deeds”.
Since the beginning of the Is­
lamic lunar months depend on the actual 
sighting of the new moon, the start and 
end dates for Ramadan may vary.
Here are some common questions 
about Ramadan:
Q: What do Muslims believe they 
gain from fasting?
A: The main benefits of Ramadan 
are an increased compassion for those in 
need of the necessities of life, a sense of 
self-purification and reflection, and a re­
newed focus on spirituality. Muslims also 
appreciate the feeling of togetherness 
shared by family and friends throughout 
the month. Perhaps the greatest practical 
benefit is the yearly lesson in self-restraint 
and discipline that can carry forward to 
other aspects of a Muslim’s life such as 
work and education.
Q: Do people normally lose weight 
during Ramadan?
A: Some people do lose weight, but 
others may not. It is recommended that 
meals eaten during Ramadan be light, but 
most people cannot resist sampling spe­
cial sweets and foods associated with 
Ramadan.
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M O N T C L A IR  S TA TE  S T U D E N T S
Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer Sessions catalog late March. 
No admission application required for MSU students. Just 
follow telephone registration instructions in the catalog.
REGISTER BY TELEPHONE FOR ALL SESSIONS: 
APRIL 1-MAY 4; MAY 19-AUGUST 9
Priority for Montclair State students: April 1-8
Visiting Students and others register:
April 9-May 4; May 19-August 9
The 1998 Summer Sessions catalog, is needed to complete registration. It includes 
complete registration, schedule and Visiting Student information. The catalog will be 
available in late March.
Registration must be completed prior to the beginning date of the course.
VISITING STUDENTS from other colleges and universities DO NOT file an Application 
for Admission to Montclair State University (MSU). To become eligible to register, you 
must submit to the Montclair State University Admissions Office either one of the 
following sets of documentation. (1) Submit the Visiting Student Form from the MSU '98 
Summer Sessions catalog with Parts A and B of the form completed (including your 
official college/university approval signature and seal/stamp). (2) Submit the Visiting 
Student Form from the MSU '98 Summer Sessions catalog with Part A of the form 
completed, and attach an official permission form or letter (your college/university 
letterhead must appear on the permission form or letter) from your school indicating good 
academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another institution. Specific 
details will appear in the '98 Summer Sessions catalog.
STUDENTS ACCEPTED BY A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVER­
SITY, other than Montclair State, to begin their studies in the 1998 Fall semester are 
considered Visiting Students. Follow Visiting Student registration procedures. Attach 
a  copy of your acceptance letter from the regionally accredited college or university you 
will be attending in the 1998 Fall semester to the completed Part A of the Visiting Student 
Form from the MSU '98 Summer Sessions catalog, and submit both documents to the 
MSU Admissions Office.
COURSE LOAD: A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three- 
W eek Pre-Session; a total of 9 semester hours during any combination of the Six-Week 
Session, Eight-Week Session, and Ten-Week Saturday Session; and one 3 semester 
hour course during the Three-Week Post-Session.
FINANCIAL AID FOR MONTCLAIR STATE STUDENTS: The primary source of 
financial assistance for Summer Sessions study is the William D. Ford Federal Direct 
Stafford Loan Program. Loan assistance is not available if a  student is requesting it for 
only Pre- and/or Post-Session study. This condition is a function of the William D. Ford 
Direct Stafford Loan Program disbursement regulations. Your Financial Aid Application 
and Student Aid Report (SAR) must be received by March 1, 1998. TO BE CONSID­
ERED FOR SUMMER SESSIONS FINANCIAL AID, YOU MUST REGISTER DURING  
THE PRIORITY REGISTRATION PERIOD, APRIL 1-8, 1998. For eligibility require­
ments and more information, see the 1998 Summer Sessions Financial Aid Application/ 
Direct Loan Request Form in this brochure. The Financial Aid Office is located in College 
Hall (CO-321); telephone (973) 655-4461.
FINANCIAL AID FOR VISITING STUDENTS: It is the policy of Montclair State 
University not to process financial aid for Visiting Students. The Montclair State Financial 
Aid Office will assist students with the completion of forms required by their respective 
schools to process financial aid. The Financial Aid Office is located in College Hall (CO- 
321); telephone (973) 655-4461.
TUITION AND FEES*
Undergraduate
$106.00 per credit New Jersey residents 
$153.55 per credit non-residents of New Jersey
Graduate
$197.05 per credit, New Jersey residents 
$246.05 per credit non-residents of New Jersey
Tuition and fees arefrom the 1997 Summer Sessions and are subject to change for 1998 by 
University Board of Trustees action during the latter part of the Spring semester.
Key to abbreviation of days
M-Monday T-Tuesday W-Wednesday R-Thursday
F-Friday S-Saturday U-Sur.day
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes 
only, and is subject to minor changes.
The Summer Sessions office is located in College Hall (CO-215); telephone (973) 655-4352 
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.
U N D E R G R A D U A T E  COURSES
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day Mon.-Thurs., 
May 26-June 11 General tim e frames: 
8:00-11:25 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:2S p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
A nth ropo logy (973)6554119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology............................... „ .3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
ANTH 150 Native Latin Am ericans..................................3
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology......................................3
ANTH 470 Archaeol Fid M e th ...................................... 3
(meets 5/26-6/19, TEA)
ANTH 470 Archaeol Fid M e th ......................................... 6
(meets 5/26-6/19, TBA)
B iology (973) 65S-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences......................................... 4
(meets 5/26-6/18, 9:00 a.m.-1:S0 p.m . or 
5:00-9:50 p.m.)
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences......................................... 4
(meets 6/1 -6 /24.9:00 a.m .-1:50 p.m .)
BIOL 107 Biology fo r Survival.........................- .......... 3
BIOL 110 Biology o f Human L ife ...................................4
(meets 5/26-6/18,10:00 a.m .-2:50p.m .)
BIOL 110 Biology o f Human U fe ...................................4
meets 6 /8 -7 /1 ,9:00 a.m .->:50 p.m .)
BIOL 330 Intro to  Animal Behavior...............................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m .)
BIOL 380 Genetics..........................................................4
(meets 5/26-6/25.10:00 a.m.-2:S0 p.m.) 
Broadcasting (973) CS5-7B70
BDCS 270 S/T Bdcst: TV Fdix-Friends........................... 3
Classics (973) 655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities l-to  1400 .......................... 3
GNHU 285 M ythology......................................................3
C ounseling, Human D evelopm ent and E ducational 
Leadership (973) 65S-5175
COUN 481 Legal Rights o f W om en.................................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
C urriculum  and Teaching (973)655-5187
CURR 200 In itial Field Experience................................... 1
(meets 12:00 noon-3:00 p.m .)
CURR 400 Teacher, School Si Society............................ 3
(meets 11:00 a.m .-2:25 p.m .)
INDS 206 Intro: M fg & Matl Processing........................ 3
(meets 5:00-9:35 p.m .)
E arth  and E nvironm enta l S tud ies (973 ) 655-4448
EUGS 100 Principles o f G eography................................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
EUGS 102 W orld Geography..........................................3
GEOS 110 Natural Disasters..................................... .....3
GEOS 112 Physical Geology............................................ 4
(meets 5/26-6/18,9:00 a .m .-l :S0 p.m .)
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin o f Economics:Macro........ ..............  3
ECON 102 Prin o f Economics: M icro ...............................3
English (973) 655-4249
ENGL 493 Sem: Am U t A rthur M ille r............................. 3
ENGL 493 Sem:Am U t Three M ajor Wmn
Poets............................................................ 3
ENGL 494 Sem: Eng Ut Shakespr Flm ............................ 3
(meets 1:0O-4:25 p.m .)
ENLT 250 SP Tope: Flini/lbsn/ H tchdc............................ 3
ENWR 205 Creative N onfiction...............................  3
ENWR 491 Sem: Autobiog, Fam H ist............................. 3
(meets 12:30-3:55 p.m .)
Fine A rts  (973) 655-7295
ARAN 190 Intro to  the Visual A rts ................................. 3
ARAN 190 Intro to  the Visual A rts .........................   3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m .)
ARGS 260 Vis Arts Wkshp: Book A rts ............................3
(meets 9:00 a.m .-l 2:30 p.m.)
ARGS 260 Vis A rt Wksp:Ceram/Surface.........................4
(meets 5/26-6/18, 5.00-9:35 p.m .)
ARHS 105 Art/W est Civ: Anc & M edvl...........................3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W stm Societies............................... 3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W strn Societies............................... 3
(meets 1 00-4:25 p.m .)
ARMJ 200 Mtlwlc & Jewelry B eg.l.................................. 3
(meets 5/26-6/18, 9:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m. 
and 1:00-4:45 p.m .)
H ealth Professions, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Leisure Studios (973) 655-5253
HLTH 105 Medical Term inology.....................................3
HLTH 150 Prin/Prac Emergncy C are ...............................3
HLTH 210 Consumer H ealth........................................... 3
HLTH 220 Mental H ealth............................;................ 3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality............................................ 3
HLTH 401 The Teaching o f H ea lth ................................ 4
(meets 5/26-6/18)
PEGN 200 Beginning Swimming...................................  1
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m.)
PEGN 258 Beginning Tennis.........................................  1
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m. or 
10:30 a.m.-12:S0 p.m.)
PEGN 278 Y oga................................................................ 1
(meets 10:30 a.m .-12:50 p.m)
PEMJ 110 Aquatics........................................................... 1
(meets 10:30 a.m .-12:50 p.m. or 
2:00-4:20 p.m.)
PEMJ 112 Water Safety/Ufgrd In s t..................................2
(meets 6:00-10:35 p.m.)
PEMJ 227 Social Problems in S port............................... 3
PEMJ 492 S/T PE: Tch Gymnast K -1 2 ............................ 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
PERL 208 Leisure & Rec Soc............................................3
PERL 228 Rec/Hosp Spec Popula....................................3
PERL 346 Tourism & Rec Planning................................. 3
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.)
H istory (973) 655-5261
HIST 105 EmergnEur Civ 1500-1914........................... 3
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present.............................3
HIST 117 Hist o f the U S. to  1876 ................................ 3
HIST 131 Intro to Indian C iv...........................................3
HIST 133 Modem Chinese C iv .......................................3
HIST 215 Women in American H istory..........................3
HIST 217 Hist o f Black Americans..................................3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
HIST 322 Medival Eur Civ 450-1350............................. 3
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HECO 141 Interpersonal Relations.................................. 3
HECO 448 Family Counseling...........................................3
(meets 5/26-6/18,9:00-11:30 a.m.)
HEFD 252 Quant Food Purch/Prod Lab...........................2
(meets 8:00 a.m .-12:40 p.m.)
HEFM 248 Ind & Family Development.............................3
HEMG 331 Money Managem ent..................................... 3
HENU 153 Food and People.............................................3
HENU 255 Meal Design & Management.........................3
(meets 5/28-6/18,9:00 a.m .-12:25 p.m.)
HETX 120 Clothing C onstruction................................... 3
(meets 8:00 a.m .-1:30 p.m.)
In form ation  and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
BSED 101 Contemporary Business................................. 3
INFO 273 Intro to  Comput in Busn................................ 3
M arketing  (973) 655-4254
MKTG 350 Pharm & Hlth Care M ktg ............................ 3
MKTG 499 Current Topics in M ktg ................................3
M athem atics and C om puter Science (Indudes Physics) 
(973) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers and Society.................................2
(meets 9:00-11:20 a.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer A pp lica tion ..........................3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra..................................... 3
MATH 103 The Development o f M a th ............................3
MATH 106 Contmp Appkl Math Evryone........................3
MATH 109 Statistics.......................................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus M athem atics...............................3
MATH 113 Math Bus l:Unear A lgebra.............................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus...................................  3
PHY5 106 Science 8i Society........................................... 3
M usk (973) 655-7212
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non-M ajor..................................3
P hilosophy and R eligion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to  Philos.................................................3
PHIL 106 Logic............................................................... 3
RELG 100 Religions o f the W orld ................................... 3
P o litica l Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to  P o litics.................................. 3
POLS 101 American Govt & Politics...............................3
POLS 202 International Relations................................... 3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev...........................3
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev...........................3
(meets 12:00-3:25 p.m .)
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds........................................... 3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds........................................... 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
PSYC 203 Gen Psych II: An Exper. A p r...........................3
PSYC 220 Quant Methods in Psych................................4
(meets 5/26-6/18,9:00 a.m .-12:30 p.m .)
PSYC 265 Psychology o f W om en................................... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m .)
PSYC 303 Industrl & Organiz Psych................................ 3
(meets 12:00-3:25 p.m .)
PSYC 304 Social Psychology........................................... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
PSYC 313 C ognition......................... 3
(meets 11:00 a.m .-2:25 p.m.)
PSYC 348 Psycholinguistics..........'............................... 3
(meets 5/26-6/25, 12:30-2:30 p.m .)
PSYC 459 Spec Top: Hlth Eld A du lts.............................. 3
PSYC 459 Spec Top: Stereotyp & P re j............................3
S ociology (973) 655-5263
SOC I 113 Social Problems.............................................. 3
SOCI 204 Sociology o f the Family..................................3
SOCI 401 Sociology o f Em otions...................................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m .)
S pan ish /lta llan  (973) 655-42*5
ITAL 101 Italian 1............................................................ 3
Speech C om m unication (973) 655-7471
SPCM 290 Comm Between the Sexes.............................3
Theatre and Dance (973) 655-4217
THTR 265 Contemp Thtr C ultur D ivers..........................3
W om en's S tudies (973) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds........................................... 3
WMST 102 Women's W orlds...... .................................... 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m .)
SIX-WEEK SESSION
M ost courses meet during the day 
Mon. -Thurs., June 29 - August 6 
General tim e frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m .. 9:15-10:50 a.m..
11:00 a .m .-l 2:35 p.m ., 12:45-2:20 p.m  
(exceptions noted)
A ccounting, Law , and Taxation  (973) *55-4174
ACCT 201 Fundamentals o f Acctg 1................................3
ACCT 202 Fundamentals o f Acctg I I ...............................3
A n th ro po log y (973) 655-1119
ANTH 115 Cultures o f M iddle East................................3
B roadcasting (973) 655-7870
BDCS 270 S/T Bdcst:M ultitrk R earing..........................3
(meets T,W, 11:00a.m .-2:10p.m .)
Classics (973) 6554419
GNHU 202 General Humanities I I ....................................3
GNHU 285 M ythology..................................................... 3
C urriculum  and Taad ilng  (973) 6555187
CURR 400 Teacher, School & Society............................ 3
CURR 409 Tchg fo r C ritical Th inking............................. 3
Earth and Environm ental Studies (973) 655-4448
GEOS 107 Planet E arth .................................................... 4
(meets 9:15 a.m .-12:15 p.m.)
Economics and Finance (973) 6555255
ECON 101 Prin o f Economics:Macro................................3
ECON 102 Prin o f Economics:Micro.................................3
ECON 301 Money and Banking .................................... 3
E ducational Foundations (973) 6555170
EDFD 220 Philosophic O riet to  Educ............................. 3
(meets 7/13-8/6, 9:15-11:40 a.m.)
English (973) 6554249
ENGL 105 Freshman Com position.................................. 3
ENGL 106 Intro to  U terature ........................................  3
ENGL 234 American Dram a.............................................3
ENGL 256 English Novel to  1900 .......................  3
ENGL 260 A rt o f Poetry................................................... 3
ENLT 176 W rid Lit:Comg Age Theme........................... 3
ENWR 205 Creative N onfiction.........................................3
ENWR 206 Business W ritin g .............................................3
Fine A rts  (973) 6557295
ARAN 190 Intro to  the Visual A rts ..................................3
(meets M,T,R, 11:00 a .m .-l :15 p.m.)
ARDW 200 Drawing, Beginning I ........................  3
(meets M,T,R, 12.004:10 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W strn Societies................................ 3
(meets M,T,R, 8:30-10:45 a.m.)
ARGS 260 Visual Arts W kshp.Terracotta........................4
(meets 6/29-7/23, 5:00-9:35 p.m.)
French (973) 6554283
FREN 101 Beginning French.......................................... 3
FREN 112 Beginning French I I ........................................ 3
H ealth Professions, Physical Education, Recreation, and 
Leisure Studies (973) 6555253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues....................................3
HLTH 220 Mental H ealth.................................................3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality.............................................3
(meets 6/30-7/17, 9:15 a.m.-12:25 p.m.)
H is to ry (973) 6555261
HIST 105 Emergnc Eur Civ 1500-1914 .........................3
HIST 117 H isto f theU .S .to  1876 ................................ 3
HIST 118 Hist o f US Since 1876.................................... 3
HIST 411 Intellectual History U.S....................................3
Honors Program  (973) 6557374
HONP 301 Hon Sem: Ways o f Knowing..........................3
Hum an Ecology (973) 6554171
HEFM 214 Child Development I ...................................... 3
HEFM 315 Field Exp: Fam Chid Serv............................... 3
HEFM 418 Stratg-W ork W/Parents.................................. 3
(meets 6/15-7/9, 7:30-9:55 a.m.)
Latin American « id  Latino Studies (973) 6554285
LALS 201 Perspectives Latin Am er................................. 3
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Linguistics (973) 6554286
ESOL 153 Intensive ESL N .............................................. 6
(meets 9:15 a.m .-12:35 p.m.)
ESOt 154 Intensive ESL IV Adv Com p..........................6
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:35 p.m.)
M anagem ent (973) 6554280
MGMT 363 Business and Society...................................... 3
MGMT 439 Business Policy............................................... 3
(meets M.T.R, 6:00-8:05 p.m .)
M arketing  (973) US-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to  M arketing......................................... 3
MKTG 346 Intro International Busn.................................3
M athem atics and C om puter Science (973) U S-5132
CMPT 107 Computers A Sodety..................................... 2
(meets 9:15-10:20 a..m .)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer A p p lka tn ............................ 3
MATH 060 Bas Sk I Math lab : C om p..............................3
MATH 061 Basic Skills II Math lab : A lg ...........................3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra.....................................3
MATH 103 The Development o f M a th ........................... 3
MATH 106 Contmp Appld Math Evryone....................... 3
MATH 109 Statistics..........................................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus M athem atics...............................3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Unear A lge b ra ...........................3
MATH 114 Math 8 us R: Calculus...........  ....................... 3
MATH 122 Calculus 1....................................................... 4
(meets 12:45-2:50 p.m .)
MATH 221 Calculus R ...................................................... 4
(meets 11:00 a.m .-l :05 p.m.)
MATH 335 Unear A lgebra............................................... 4
(meets 9:15-11:20 a.m.)
MATH 340 Probability.......................................................3
M usk (973) CSS-7212
MUGN 100 Introduction to  M usic.................................... 3
MUGN 250 Rap/RodcCultural Phenom............................3
MUPR 100 Class Piana/Non-Major..................................3
P hilosophy and R eligion (973) CSS-S144
PHIL 210 E thics___________ 3
RELG 101 Intro to  Religion.................  3
P o litica l Science (973) (55-4239
POLS 101 American G ov't & P olitics..............................3
POLS 324 American Public Policy...................................3
Psychology (973) (55-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth A D ev.............................3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds........................................... 3
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology................................. 3
PSYC 203 Genl Psyc II: Exper A ppr................................. 3
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology.................................... 3
R ead ing  a nd  E d u ca tio n a l M e d ia  (9 73 ) (5 5 -5 1 (3
MED! 403 Rdg M atral-Children/Youth...........................3
(meets 7/20476, 7:30-10:40 a.m.)
READ 400 Found o f Reading Instruc..............................3
S ociology (973)655-52(3
SOCI 101 C rim inology....................................................3
SOCI 303 Large Scale O rganizations.............................3
SOCI 304 W ork and Professions....................................3
S panish /Ita lian  (973) U 5 -4 2 U
ITAL 101 Italian 1............................................................ 3
ITAL 102 Italian I I ........................................................... 3
SPAN 101 Spanish I .........................................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ........................................................3
SPAN 103 Spanish III........................................................3
Speech C om m unication (973) (55-7471
SPCM 101 Fund Speech: Comm Rqm t............................3
SPCM 234 Public Speaking............................................. 3
Theatre and Dance (973) (55-4217
THTR 100 Intro to  Theatrical M ed.................................. 3
W om en's Studies (973) US-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds........................................... 3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
M ost courses meet during the evening 
Mon., 7ues„ and Thun., June 1S-August 6 
General time frames: 6:30-8.05 p.mw 8:15-9:50 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
A n th ro po log y (973) 6554119
A NTH 425 Anthropology o f R eligion.............................3
C hem istry and B iochem istry (973) (55-5140
CHEM 107 College Chemistry I .................................... 2
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 108 College Chemistry II.......................................2
(meets 7/13-8/6, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 109 College Chemistry Lab 1.................................1
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 11:00a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM 120 General Chemistry 1.......................................4
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I I ..................................... 4
(meets 7/13-8«, M-R. 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 230 Organic Chemistry 1.......................................3
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1:00-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 231 Organic Chemistry I I ..................................... 3
(meets 7/13 -8« . M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1:00-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 232 Exper Organic Chem 1................................... 2
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 8:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m. 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
CHEM 233 Exper Organic Chem II ................................... 2
(meets 7/13-8«, M-R, 6:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m. 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
Classics (973) (55-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities Eto 1400.............................3
E arth  and  E n v iro n m e n ta l S tu d ies (9 7 3 )(5 5 -4 4 4 (
GEOS 125 Earth A the Environm ent...............................4
(meets M.T.R, 1:00-4:00 p.m. o r 5:00-8:00 p.m .)
GEOS 162 General Oceanography..................................3
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin o f Economics: M acro...............................3
ECON 102 Prin o f Economics:Micro................................ 3
English (973) (55-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Com position..................................3
ENGL 106 Intro to U terature.......................................... 3
ENGL 338 Contemp Amer F iction .................................. 3
ENGL 353 Shakesp: Comedy-History..............................3
ENLT 176 W rld Ut: Comg Age Theme...........................3
Fine A rts  (973) 655-7295
ARGS 260 Vis Arts Wkshp:Mxd Md D w g.......................3
(meets T,R, 6:30-9:25 p.m.)
H ealth Professions, Physical Education,
R ecre a tio n , and  Le isu re  S tu d ies  (973 ) (5 5 -5 2 5 3
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues...................................3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality............................................ 3
H istory (973) 655-5261
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present............................ 3
HIST 117 Hist o f the U.S. to  1876 ............................... 3
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HEFM 445 Inner City Family............................................ 3
(meets M,T, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
HENU 182 N u tritio n ........................................................ 3
(meets M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m .)
In fo rm a tio n  and D ecision Sciences 
(973 ) 655-4269
FINQ 270 Statistics For Business................................... 4
(meets 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis.......................................3
INFO 371 Management Info Sys.................  3
Legal S tudies (973) (55-4152
LSLW 499 S/T: Indlv Const! Rts..................................... 3
(meets 5/26-8/14, W . 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
L5PR 200 Intro to  Paralegalism....................................3
(meets 5/26-8/14, W , 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
L5PR 301 Criminal Law A Procedure...... ..................... 3
(meets 5/26-8/14, M, 6:30-9:40 p.m .)
L5PR 312 Founds o f Legal Research.............................3
(meets 5/26-8/14, T, 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
LSPR 497 Paralegal Seminar and Intern........................3
(meets 5/26-8/14, R. 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
L5PR 498 Paralegal Coop E d ........................................ 3
(meets 5/26-8/14, R, 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
Linguistics (973) (55-42U
LNGN 250 Language o f Propaganda.............................3
Management  (973) (55-4290
MGMT 311 Mgmt Process A Org Behav..........................3
MGMT 316 Human Resource M gm t................................ 3
MGMT 335 Small Business M gm t.................................... 3
M arketing  (973) 655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to  M arketing........................................ 3
M athem atics and Com puter Science (Indudes Physics) 
(973) (55-5132
CMPT 108 Computers A Programming..........................3
CMPT 109 Intro Computer A p p lka tn ............................3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra....................................3
MATH 103 The Development o f M a th .......................... 3
MATH 109 Statistics.........................................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus M athem atics......... .................... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Unear A lgebra...........................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus.................................... 3
MATH 116 Calculus A ..................................................... 4
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH 122 Calculus 1.......................................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ................. 4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
MATH 222 Calculus R l.................................................... 4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
PHYS 193 College Physics I ........................................... 4
(meets 6/15-7/9, M-R, 730am -12:30 p m )
PHYS 194 College Physics«.......................................... 4
(meets 7/13-8«, M-R. 7:30a.m.12:30p.m.)
P o litica l (dance  (973) (55-4238
POLS 430 International Law.......................................... 3
Psychology (973) (55-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth A D ev............................3
PSYC 102 Women s W orlds.......................................... 3
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology................................3
PSYC 201 Child Psychology......... ..................................3
PSYC 220 Quant Methods in Psych...............................4
(meets 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
PSYC 225 Psychology o f Adjustm ent............................3
PSYC 320 Developmental Psych.................................... 3
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology...................................3
S ociology (973) (55-52(3
SOCI 113 Social Problems............................................. 3
SOCI 400 Senior Research P roject................................3
S panlsh /lta llan  (973) 6554285
(TAL 102 Italian D..........................................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish I ............. ..........................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I .......................................................3
Speech Com m unication (973) 655-7471
STSP 101 Fund Speech: Comm Rqmt...........................3
W om en's S tudies (973) (55-7911
WMST 102 Women's W orlds.......................................... 3
TEN-WEEK SESSION. SATURDAYS
June 13-A ugust 22 
General time frames:
8:00-11:45 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:4S p.m.
Classics (973) 6S5-4419
GNHU 285 M ythology..................................................... 3
English (973) (554249
ENGL 250 Sp TpcM jr Amer Drama-FIm........................ 3
Fine A rts  (973) 655-7295
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W stm Societies................................3
(meets 1:00-4:45 p.m.)
H istory (973) 655-52(1
HIST 110 Intro to  American C iv ....................................3
HIST 118 Hist o f the U.S. Since 1876 ...........................3
Mathematics and Computer Sdenca (973) 6555132
CMPT 109 Intro Computer A p p lka tn .............................3
P o litica l Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 203 International Organizations.......................... 3
S ociology (973) 655-5263
SOCI 113 Social Problems.............................................. 3
SOCI 203 Sociology Organized C rim e.......................... 3
S panlsh /lta llan  (973) (55-4285
ITAL 103 Italian II I..........................................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish«....................................................... 3
Speech Com m unication (973) 655-7471
STSP 101 Fund Speech: Comm Rqmt........................... 3
Theatre and Dance (973) 855-4217
THTR 105 Acting l/Non B.F.A..........................................3
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
M on.-Thun, August 10-27 
General time frames:
8:00-11:10 a.m., 9:00 a m.-12:10p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
A nth ropo logy (973) 655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology.................................. 3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
E a rth  and E n v iro n m e n ta l S tud ies (973)655-4448
ENVR 109 Human Environment.......................   3
GEOS 110 Natural Disasters............................................3
English (973) 655-4249
ENLT 250 Spc Tpc. Freud in U t/Film .............................. 3
Fine A rts  (973) 655-7295
ARAN 190 Intro to  the Visual A rts ................................. 3
(meets 11:00 a.m .-2:10 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W strn Societies............................... 3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-W strn Societies............................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
H istory (973) (55-5261
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present............................ 3
HIST 114 Early Latin-American C iv............................... 3
M athem atics and C om puter Science 
(973)655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society.................................... 2
(meets 9:00-11:05 a.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer A p p lka tn ............................ 3
MATH 103 The Development o f M a th ......... ................. 3
MATH 113 Math Bus l: Linear A lgebra........................... 3
MATH 114 Math Bus 11: Calculus.................................... 3
P hilosophy and R eligion (973) 655-5144
PHIL 106 Logic............................................................... 3
RELG 100 Religions o f the W orld .................................. 3
P o litica l Science (973) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to P o litics................................. 3
POLS 201 Comparative Politics :.....................................3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC 420 Pkgd Comp Prog Psyc.................1
(meets 8/24-8/27, 9 :00 a.m .-l 2:30 p.m.)
G R A D U A T E  C O U R SE S
THRU-WEEK PRE-SESSION
M ost courses meet during the day M on.-Thun, 
May 26-June 11 General tim e frames: 
8:00-11:25a.m., 9:00 a .m .-!2:25 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Com m unication Sciences and D isorders (973) 655-4232
CS8D 579 Sp Ed fo r Students w /D is..............................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ o f the Hndcpd.....................   3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D 595 Med/Phy Bases-Disab.....................................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m .)
Counseling, Human D evelopm ent and E ducational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 481 Legal Rights o f W om en................................. 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 559 Dynamics o f Group Process........................... 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wrk/Counseling II............................ 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
C urriculum  and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 522 Innovations in Teaching..................................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m .)
CURR 5S0 M icrocomputers-Curr/Clsrm.......................... 3
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 540 Social Forces & Educ.......................................3
(meets 5/26-6/18,4:00-6:45 p.m .)
Pine A rts  (973) 6S5-7295
ARGS 560 Grad Vis A rt Wkshop:Bk A rts ........................3
(meets 9:00 a.m .-12:30 p.m .)
ARGS 560 Grad V/A Wksp:Ceram/Surface......................4
(meets 5:00-9:35 p.m .)
H ealth P m feM loni, Physical Education, Recreation, and 
Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ 492 ST'.PE: Tch Gymnast K -12 ............................. 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m .)
PEMJ 552 Sem:Curr Prob A th l............. .'......................3
In fo rm a tion  and Decision Sciences (973) 655-42(9
INFO 514 Management & C om puter............................3
(meets 5:30-9:15 p.m .)
M anagem ent (973) (55-4280
MGMT 511 Issues in International M gm t........................ 3
(meets 5:30-9:15 p.m .)
M arketing  (973) 655-4254
MBS 511 issues in International M gm t........................ 3
(meets 5:30-9:15 p.m .)
Psychology (973) (55-5201
PSYC 565 Child & Adol Psycho P ath............................3
(meets 3:30-6:55 p.m.)
SIX-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
M on.-Thun, June 29-August 6 
General tim e frames: 
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m.,
11:00 a.m .-12:35 p.m ., 12:45-2:20 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
C om m unication Sciences and D isorders (973) (55-4232
CS&D 579 Sp Ed fo r Students w /D is..............................3
(meets 7/10-8/7, F, 8:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m .)
C ounseling, Human D evelopm ent and Educational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN SS9 Dynamics o f Group Process..........................3
(meets M,T,R, 5:00-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 652 Counseling the Fam ily................................. 3
(meets M,T,R, 5:00-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 654 Supv Fid W k-Counseling............................... 3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m .)
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wk-Counseling II........................... 3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.)
ELAD 510 Educational Admin I ..................................... 3
ELAD 512 Admin o f Elem Schools................................. 3
ELAD 513 Secondary School A dm in.............................. 3
ELAD 522 Computers in Educ A d m in ........................... 3
Curriculum  and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR 546 Educ-Gifted & Talented.................................3
(meets 6/29-7-16,11:00 a.m .-2:10 p.m .) 
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev o f Educational Thought......................... 3
EDFD 520 Dev o f Educational Thought......................... 3
(meets 7/13-8/6, T,W,R, 2:00-5:15 p.m.)
ELRS 503 Methods o f Research.....................................3
ELRS 580 Lming:Process/Measrmnt............................. 3
Fine A rts (973) 655-7295
ARGS 560 Grad Vis Arts W kshp:Terracta..................... 4
(meets 6/29-7/23, 5:00-9:35 p.m.)
H ealth Professions, Physical Education, Recreation, and 
le isu re  Studies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ 541 Aerobic Ex:Tstg & Prgm g..............................3
(meets M,T,R, 6:00-8:05 p.m .)
PEMJ 565 Reflective Tch PE............................................ 3
(meets M.T.R 6:00-8:05 p.m.)
Human Ecology (973) 655-4171
HECO 514 Child in the Family.........................................3
(meets 6/15-7/9,10:30 a.m .-12:55 p.m.) 
In fo rm a tion  and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
INFO 540 Wksp BE:Appld Technol Sem 1...................... 1
(meets 6/22-6/25, 9:00 a.m .-1:00 p.m .)
INFO 540 Wksp BE:Appld Technol Sem II......................1
(meets 6/29-7/2, 9:00 a.m .-l :00 p.m.) 
M anagem ent (973) 655-4280
MGMT 520 Managing Global D iversity........................... 3
(meets T,R, 6:00-9:10 p.m .)
M arketing  (973) 6554254
INBS 520 Managing Global D iversity........................... 3
(meets T,R, 6:00-9:10 p.m.)
MKTG 501 Fund o f M arketing.........................................3
(meets M,W, 5:30-8:40 p.m.)
M usk (973) 655-7212
MUED 605 Seminar in Musk E duc................................. 3
(meets T.R, 3:00-6:10 p.m.)
Reading & Educational M edia (973) 655-5183
MEOI 500 Media Tech/Lm in C u rri.................................3
(meets 6/29-7/16, 7:30-10:40 a.m.)
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lm in C u rri.................................3
READ 506 Reading Resources.........................................3
READ 600 Contemp/lssues in Reading.......................... 3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
Most courses meet during the evening 
Mon., Tues., and Thun, June 15-August6 
General time frames: 6:30-8.05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Com m unication Sciences and D isorders (973) 6554232
CS&D 518 Neuromotor Dev/Young C hid....................... 3
Counseling, Human D evelopm ent and Educational 
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN 560 Medical Prob in Educ.....................................3
COUN 574 Couns in Indus Setng-EAP.............................3
COUN 577 Counseling Theories...................................... 3
COUN 581 Community Resources................................ 3
(to  be arranged)
Curriculum and Teaching (973)655-5187
CURR 599 Curr & Soc Dynam o f Sch....,......................3
Economics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON 501 Economk Analysis ......... .........- ..................3
(meets M ,W , 6:30-9:00 p.m.)
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
ELRS S03 Methods o f Research............ .........................3
English (973)655-4249
ENLT 572 Modem Movements in A rts ...........................3
Fine A rts (973) (55-7295
ARGS 560 Gr Vis A rt W /5:Mx Med Dwg.............. - ......3
(meets T.R, 6:30-9:25 p.m .)
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Leisure Studies (973) (55-5253
HLTH 530 Health issues Seminar.................................... 3
HLTH 540 S/T: Mental H ealth..........................................3
Human Ecology (973) (554171
HECO 514 Child in the Family..........................................3
(meets 6/15-7/9,10:30 a.m .-12:55 p.m.)
Legal Studies (973) 6554152
LSLW 552 Mediation Theory and P ract..........................3
(meets 5 «  6-8/14, T, 6:00-10:00 p.m.)
LSLW 599 S/T: Human Rights Law..................................3
(meets 5/26-8/14, W, 6:30-9:40 p.m.)
Mathem atics and Com puter Science (973) 655-5132
MATH 503 Math fo r Computer Sci 1«.............................. 3
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m .)
S P E C I A L  S U M M E R  P R O G R A M S
AeademkaRy G Hted/Talanled Youth Camp
(973) 6554104 (June 29-August 7, fo r qualified youth who w ill
enter 5th-11th grades in September)
Archaeology Field School (973) 6554119
RuNnaae Educator* Graduate Workshops (973)6554269
Applied Technology Seminars fo r business educators
C onlkiidngEducadotvC enN rfor (973)6554353 
A ied  Health Programs
Administrative Medkal Services 
Pharmacy Technician 
Physical Therapist Aide 
Computer Applcation 
Computer Graphics 
Database Management 
Desktop ruDMsntng 
Electronic Spreadsheets 
PageMaker for Windows 
PC Fundamentals/DOS 
Spedabed Computer Programs 
Word Processing 
Engish as a Second Language
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English Language) Program- 
Engfch courses far non-native speakers at a> levels o f language 
profkiencysix s k i leveb-coroetsation, (sterling, readeig,vvriting- 
spedafaed courses include Writing Workshop, TOEFL review, 
American Literature
Enrichment for InquisitM Mindseducational and personal 
dewiopment in the arts, humanities, wetness, writing and 
communication strife
Global Education Center, International Study Tours
Africa, Botswana, photojournalism  safari, June 12-27 
Costa Rica, rain forest and white water adventure August 8-15 
Japan, historical sites and traditional handcrafts o f old 
Japan, from  Tokyo to  Kyushu, August 3-18 
Russia, literature, the Moscow o f Bulgakov, Dostoyevsky's 
Petersburg, the homes o f Pasternak, Tolstoy, and 
Tsvetayeva, July 2-18 
Test Preparation
Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT)
Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
National Teacher's Examination (NTE)
Cooperative Education (973) 6554426
Educationa l O pportunity Fund (973) 6S5438S
Environmental  Education - New ¡entry  School o f Conservation 
(973)9484646
(Field oriented courses, requiring residency, offered at the School o f 
Conservation, in Stokes State Forest. Sussex County)
ExM m Np (by arrangement with departments)
Field Experience (by arrangement with departments)
G lobal Education Center, in te rna tiona l Summer Insti t utes 
(973)6554253
Italy, Montclair in Siena, University of Siena, Italian language, 
literature a rt cultural, media, world literature, speech and 
hearing programs, July 20-August 25 [Dr. Vincenzo Boiiettino, 
Department o f SpanrsMtaiian, (973) 6554285 or (973) 226-2986) 
Spain, Montclair in Madrid, undergraduate Spanish language 
and study abroad, graduate Spanish language and cultural 
history, July 2-31 (Dr. Johng Hwang. Department of SpanisMtaian, 
(973)6554285]
Graduate How  a n il (by arrangement with departments)
Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics in  the  Schools K-12 
(973) 655-5253
Health Careers Program (973) 6554415
HI Jump (973) 655-5116 (University courses for high achieving high 
school juniors and seniors)
Independent Study (by arrangement w ith departments)
Institu te  fa r th e  Advancement o f PhRoaophy fo r QiUdron 
OAFQ (973) 6554277
Internship (by arrangement vath departments)
Music Camp, Stokes Stats Forest (973) 6S54443
( music and environmental studies for youth 10-18 years of age; four- 
week session, July 5-August 1; two-week sessions, July 5-18, 
and July 19-August 1)
New Jersey M arina Sdoncos Consortium
(973) 6554397/4448 (field oriented courses, offered at Sandy Hook
or Nature Center o f Cape May field stations)
New Jersey School o f the A rts (973) 6555179
(July 6-30, tor talented students m grades 9-12 - acting, 
choreography, creative w riting, fine ans computer imaging, 
modem dance, music videos, musicai theatre, painting, 
piaywriting, studio a rt vocal music)
Practicum (by arrangement w ith depart; .ients)
Selected Topics (by arrangement with departments)
Supervised Business W ork Experience - undergraduate 
(973)6554269/4254
Theatrefest Professional Equity Theatre in  residence a t MSU, 
Including Pushcart Players fo r kids (973)655-5112
W orkshop fo r Educators o f the  Academ ically G ifted and 
Talented (973) 6554104
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The W ay It Is
\______________________________________________________________
For the past few weeks, there has been an ongoing debate over computer lab assistants, what their actual duties are and how much they should have 
to know in order to be employed by the department of 
MSU that runs the computer labs, Information Technol­
ogy-
While I cannot tell you exactly what Information 
Technology’s hiring criteria is, or what it looks for when 
hiring lab assistants, I can give a pretty educated opin­
ion which I believe to be fairly accurate being a lab as­
sistant myself.
The situation is simple. MSU students 
need access to more computers and they 
have been letting the university know this 
for a long time. The need for this access is 
growing everyday as more classes require 
assignments to be done with certain pro­
grams, professors are using e-mail with their 
students more and the Internet is beginning 
to compete with the library as a source for 
information. Many of today’s students own 
their own personal computers, but there are 
many more who do not. While prices for 
PC’s are coming down, it is still a hefty in­
vestment.
Responding to this need, MSU and Information 
Technology have increased the number of computer labs 
on campus, along with the number of hours the labs are 
open, even creating a 24 hour lab in Blanton Hall. Along 
with the increased accessibility, the computers are con­
stantly being updated, along with their software to keep 
up with the latest technology.
Now I’m sure that Information Technology would 
love to employ a trained computer technician in each 
one of these labs every hour that they are open. Unfor­
tunately, this would be financially impossible. Lab tech­
nicians would demand a much larger salary than would 
a student assistant, making it impossible to buy new com­
puters, update software, and pay all of it’s employees at 
the same time.
I am also certain that Information Technology 
would love to employ students who are very well versed 
in various computer operations and applications in ev­
ery single lab, every hour they are open, so that they 
could solve a majority of the problems that lab patrons 
bring to them. However, finding these students is not 
always easy, especially when you are trying to meet the 
students’ demands for more labs and more hours. This 
then means that more lab assistants are needed to be hired. 
Information Technology has been hiring non stop since 
I was hired last summer, and probably still is now. Ob­
viously, there are still labs that need to be filled. It is 
much more important for them to make sure that those 
labs are open at all, rather than only opened with an ex­
perienced computer user.
Information Technology is actually doing the stu-
In defense of 
lab assistants
dents a service by offering part-time employment for stu­
dents on campus. A lab that is open with one of these 
students is much better than a closed lab because Infor­
mation Technology cannot find someone experienced 
enough to run it.
I’d also like to dispel the misconception that lab 
assistants are pampered students who earn outrageous 
salaries and do absolutely nothing while on duty. Being 
a lab assistant is a thankless job, where if you are able to 
solve a problem it is expected, and if you are not able to 
its because you don’t know how to do your job. Com­
puters are very complex, and it is not always 
possible to solve every problem, even for the 
most experienced computer user. Unfortu­
nately, many lab patrons do not see it this way, 
and are quick to blame assistants when there 
is a problem that cannot be solved.
Mr. Castanon, in his letter to the editor 
last week, points out that many lab assistants 
are “too busy doing homework” or “phoning 
friends to give more than a simple answer to a 
student’s computer question.” He also makes 
reference to an assistant reading a “Smurf Sex 
forward” implying that the assistant should 
have been spending his time more efficiently. I wonder 
what a lab assistant should be doing during his/her hours? 
Writing computer programs? Or designing web pages? 
If you have ever had to sit in a computer lab for eight 
straight hours, which I have, you’ll find that there is not 
much else to do other than homework, e-mail or explore 
the Internet.
Ironically, Mr. Castanon implies that there is some­
thing wrong with lab assistants spending their time do­
ing this, when actually one of the major problems lab 
assistants incur is students spending their time on com­
puters doing e-mail, mudding, or leisurely surfing the 
net while other students wait in line with serious class 
work to do.
Trying to tell one of these students that they have 
to leave the lab because there is someone else waiting 
(who has something more important to do) is not fun. It 
is also not fun chasing that one student who refuses to 
leave the lab when it is closing time and you are about to 
lock up. Lab assistants are not all sitting back iq reclin­
ing chairs being served drinks and massages all day while 
they “work”. Many are very knowledgeable, helpful 
people who are more than willing to help a student solve 
a computer problem.
The problem is many students like to use lab assis­
tants as a crutch instead of learning how to use the com­
puters and the software on their own. Lab assistants are 
there so the computer labs can be open, and if they have 
extensive computer knowledge it is a plus. Information 
Technology should be applauded for offering MSU stu­
dent employment and a campus full of open computer 
labs for our students to use.
The entire staff of The 
Montclarion would like 
to take this opportunity to 
wish every one a safe and 
happy holiday season.
MAIM E D
Justice is served,...for now
The bill written last week by Karen Cardcll, President of the S 
week’s SGA meeting. After three hours of business, the bill finally i 
followed looked more like a circus than it did an SGA meeting. Bet 
front of the room to the wildly contradictory statements being babbit 
really accomplished one thing. The bill was eventually rescinded by 
Highlights of the SGA meeting included a ruling by the Attorn 
expected, he ruled the bill unconstitutional, which it clearly is. Then 
chair of the meeting. Vice President Jennifer Lynch upheld the rulin 
sense of order and what is right when it comes to politics would fina 
Then Griffin tried to appeal the appeal to the legislature. Rath 
the rules, he embarked on a tirade during which he suggested Brost’.1 
tutional on two consecutive occasions. Since when should some one 
said that he felt this issue had the possibility of being an “unprecedei 
Later, speaking out of the other side of his face, while entertaining tl 
his decisions on “our [SGA] Constitution, not precedent.” Minutes; 
a precedent, he wheeled around and said that the statutes should be s 
Before quitting her losing battle, Cardell tried to support her b
jclcnt Government Association, was a focal point of this 
ime to the floor at approximately 7:00. The debacle that 
/ccn the game of high stakes musical chairs taking place at the 
J by some of the members of the SGA, the meeting only 
Cardell.
y General John Brost, on the constitutionality of the bill. As 
President Pro Tempore John Griffin appealed the ruling to the 
. It seemed as though the bill was officially dead and some 
y be restored.
r than just accepting that what he was trying to do was against 
resignation on the grounds that he had ruled issues unconsti- 
bc asked to quit his position for doing a good job? The PPT 
ted” event exploring the “absolute power” of the legislature.
: idea of impeaching the AG, Griffin encouraged Brost to base 
ftcr speaking on the importance of debate and its power to set 
rcssed. Docs he think before he speaks? 
by presenting a few ‘relevant’ facts. Among them, she 
l executive boards. Has she ever considered the fact thatstated that 98% of the state universities pay their Student Governmc 
perhaps only 2% of the state universities are doing it the right way? She also amended the bill to extend the tuition subsidy to all 
of the executive board members of the Class-one organizations. On top of that, the bill would not take effect until June. Although 
these amendments take away from the belief that she only wrote this bill so she could stay in school, it does not change the fact that 
the SGA Constitution strictly forbids paying students. Cardcll sirop!) didn’t seem to understand the rules involved in this matter. 
Although the bill was rccinded it is still not a dead issue, no nwter how much it should be. SGA members decided that since
the bill was amended to .not take effect until June 1, that there is plcn 
semester. Even that step need not take place. The fact is this bill is s 
Again, as we stated last week, Article V of the SGA constitutio 
not receive as a reward for performed duties, financial or material rci 
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The Nonconformist
V___________________________________________ )
Rapists should 
be castrated
The twentieth century has brought about many ideological changes in our country. This change is particularly evident in the way we view how 
we should punish our criminals. One crime in particu­
lar that is not being punished properly is rape. People 
who commit this dehumanizing crime only get a little 
bit of jail time, some counseling and then they arc thrown 
out onto the streets to strike again.
For instance, a man in Elizabeth was 
recently sentenced to some time in a coun­
seling program in a psychiatric center for the 
rape of a three year old girl. The girl was so 
badly injured internally that she may not be 
able to bear children. His sentence seems 
like such a minor punishment for ruining 
practically her entire adult life.
There have been countless sexual 
predators that have struck children, as well 
as adults. Many go unreported, but for the 
ones that do the punishments arc nowhere 
near fitting to the crime.
Many people say that rapists should be killed or 
castrated. But the only reason why rapists cannot re­
ceive the death penalty or be castrated is because rape is 
not yet listed as a capital offense. IT SHOULD BE.
Rapists should be dealt with in the following man­
ner. The first offense for rape should be castration if the 
suspect(s) is/are found guilty beyond the shadow of a 
doubt. The second offense should be the death penalty. 
For those of you that do not know the definition of
castration, in males, it is total removal of the testicles. 
This removes the ability to produce semen and testoster­
one. As a result, the subject is more subdued, less ag­
gressive, and is unable to achieve an erection. In fe­
males, the clitoris is removed. This prevents her from 
becoming sexually aroused and takes away most, if not 
all sensation during intercourse.
For those of you that say this punishment is cruel 
and unusual, maybe thinking of the horror 
and pain that a rape victim has gone through 
will change your focus. I have spoken to a 
few rape victims in the past, and I have read 
and heard many stories that they have bravely 
brought forward. Rape is cruel and unusual. 
There is nothing dignifying about one per­
son using sex to oveipower another.
In my opinion, rape is a crime worse 
than murder itself. First off, if the victim docs 
live through the attack they are emotionally 
and psychologically scarred for life. Not to 
mention that physical internal injuries can 
result in children, especially when an object is used.
So, it is obviously clear. Americans need to choose 
if they are going to let sexual predators continue to take 
away the dignity of their victims. Instead, we should 
make a stand and and let rapists know once in for all the 
seriousness of their crime? Making rape a capital of­
fense could help to discourage future offenses.
Recep Kaplan apologizes for remarks
Dear Editor,
I would like to apologize for my remarks about 
American girls in my interview with the Montclarion. I 
regret it was printed because I did request it not to be 
printed after the interview.
I would like you to know that I am an individual 
international student and whatever I say represents only 
me. My remarks have no connection with ISO, even 
though I am currently the president.
I said positive things about this country as well, 
but I wonder why they did not make it to print. If you 
think hard enough, I choose to stay here because I like it 
learn more about the world and my major.
The finals are coming and I wish everyone good 
luck with finals, a great New Year, Merry Christmas, 
Happy Hanukkah and Mubarek Ramadam, accordingly.
Recep Kaplan
M O N T C L A - R I O N  M A I L B A G  P O U C Y
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How about stressing patriotism?
/ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\
The Senator
________________b y  Justin  B uffer ■
Montclair State University, as we all know, has a Multicultural Awareness Requirement. The 
idea is for students to gain more knowl­
edge about a culture other than their own. 
It seems that our administration desires 
to put an emphasis on multiculturalism. I 
have no problem at all with this. In a plu­
ralistic society, it can be very beneficial 
for one to learn about other cultures and 
their customs.
The only problem that I do have is 
the lack of patriotism emphasized by our 
administration. Yes, I know we have a 
Western Civilization requirement, but it 
is not enough. We live in a country in 
which most college students cannot name
their two United States Senators. This 
simply does not seem right to me. I am 
dissatisfied to know that there are students 
who will graduate Montclair State and 
know in depth the history of Islamic, Af­
rican or Indian Civilization, and know 
very little about the history of the found­
ing of this nation. It disgruntles me that 
they will not be able to describe how men 
put their lives at risk for the very freedom 
that they complacently enjoy today. I was 
incensed on Veterans Day this year, No­
vember 11, when not one of our adminis­
trators organized an event to let students 
know how important it was to remember 
the brave men and women who fought to 
preserve our freedom. Instead, one of our
administrators was at the Greek Council 
meeting speaking about multiculturalism 
and did not even mention that it was Vet­
erans Day. It irritates me that young revo­
lutionaries all over the world can cite the 
introduction to the Declaration of Inde­
pendence and most students today cannot. 
But this sentiment is not in any way lim­
ited to Montclair State University. For 
example. Memorial Day has slowly be­
come a day to have a barbecue and go to 
the shore.
What do I see as the solution at 
Montclair State University to promote 
patriotism and nationalism? How about 
a requirement for each student to read the 
Federalist Papers? How about a require-
ment for each student to take a class on 
the Founding Fathers? How about Patrio­
tism 101? Now, I know these may sound 
impractical to some of you. Fair enough. 
I think I can offer some more feasible sug­
gestions. How about putting an Ameri­
can flag in every classroom? How about 
giving us off on Washington’s birthday, 
to stress the importance of the father of 
this country? How about an administra­
tion that, w ithout discarding 
multiculturalism, promotes events that 
stresses our common American Culture. 
Our administration should make it a pri­
ority to stress patriotism, Americanism, 
and nationalism over multiculturalism.
/ ---------------------------------------------------------------- A
40  Shades of
v__________________________________________ J
Ed Thoughts on the semester’s biggest topics
T his semester has been very enlight ening for me. Last year, I wasted every Wednesday afternoon by 
attending the SGA meetings. After four 
months of jousting with the windmills in 
boring, nonproductive sessions, I realized 
that my services could be put to a much 
better use elsewhere.
Fortunately for me, I discovered the 
opinion pages of The Montclarion. I was 
able to speak to the thousands of students 
every week. 1 was able to give them my 
spin on a few topics while provoking oth­
ers to let me know what they think. In 
this column, I would like to review the 
two main highlights of the semester.
Although there was a very intense 
debate on race and an interesting discus­
sion on religiousness versus atheism,
nothing came close to the controversy 
caused by Will Gibbs’ column 
concerning homosexuality. In 
his column, "The Nonconform­
ist”. Mr. Gibbs has never shied 
away from taking on any topic.
For his bravery, i honestly feel 
he should be commended.
The onslaught of letters 
I received regarding his col­
umn, which covered such top­
ics as Ellen DcGcneres and the 
Bible, filled the Opinion pages 
for weeks. Mr. Gibbs’column 
inadvertently did wonders for 
the homosexuals at MSU. While he was 
just one voice, dozens of responses poured 
in to support tolerance. Hopefully, the 
campus at large got the messages. First,
homosexuality is not a problem. Second, 
there are more tolerant people 
in our University than there 
are bigots. I was pleased to 
see that maybe we could 
overcome hatred that is based 
on ignorance. The next topic 
I hope we can conquer once 
and for all is racism.
The second topic I 
would like to speak of is the 
epic saga that is our SGA. 
Without the rampant incom­
petence of the SGA as a 
whole, my job would have be so much 
more difficult. Keep in mind, there is a 
handful of honest, hard-working students 
involved in the SGA who do everything 
they can to serve the students, such as VP
Jennifer Lynch, AG John Brost, and Leg­
islators George Raffa, Lauren Jacoby ahd 
Rachel Kahn. On the flip side, there arc 
total embarrassments running our SGA, 
especially President Karen Cardell.
While the future is uncertain for the 
SGA and Karen Cardell, I will always look 
back fondly at this semester as one where 
my position afforded me the opportunity 
to duel with corruption by letting every­
one know what was going on behind our 
backs.
I am sure that I will never fall upon 
a lack of topics to cover at MSU. I only 
hope I will be able to continue to make 
you think and let you know that there will 
always be someone who wants to let you 
know what is happening. Until next year...
What’s your 
view of the 
parking 
situation at 
MSU? Write 
to The 
Montclarion 
and let us 
know!
Send your letters to 
flannerye@alphamontclair.edu 
or to Student Center 
Annex Room 113
J T h a s
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Ska-medy: a terrific recipe for an exciting show
One Cool Guy rocked the Ratt at Ska-medy
By Kris LaGreca
Staff Writer
C ombine one helping of Class 1 Conccrts.Intcr-Sorority Council and a teaspoon of ska bands in the 
mixing bowl we call the "Ratt” and you’ve 
got a good recipe for an exciting show. 
So we now know the magic formula for- 
pulling students away from their dorms 
to campus events. Just make sure ska 
bands are playing! Seriously folks, the 
Ratt was its fullest I’ve seen this year. Last 
year’s ska show packed the Ratt, and 
though the crowd was a little smaller this 
time around, it didn't seem to matter. 
December 2nd’s show was unmistakably 
full of vigor. The crowd was more elec­
trified than a death-row convict in the 
electric chair.
Opening up the show was Right 
Turn Eddie. Two Pats, two Steves, Pete, 
Josh and Mat make up this full assembly 
of ska-madness. Ska is famous for its 
brass addition to your typical rock band, 
and Pat T. on Baritone Sax, Pat R. play­
ing the Trombone, and Pete T. wailing on 
trumpet made for a funky brass accompa­
niment. What gave this band an interest­
ing sound was each member’s wide in­
fluence. Songs like "Wish you Where as
Cool” and "Cha-Chi” showed intelligent 
jazz background while keeping with the 
funky and original sounds of what ska is. 
The crowd seemed to agree because al­
most everyone was on the floor dancing 
to the hip sound. Look for these guys on 
a 7-inch coming soon from the Red Iguana 
label.
Next on the bill was not another 
band, but an improv comedy act. Mis­
sion Improvable was the guest troop that 
put on a lively bunch of different skits. 
Most of these skits required the audience 
to shout out words or situations. Jason, 
Shelly. Ryan, and Arron acted out the situ­
ations with a healthy helping of humor. 
They welcomed their MSU counterpart, 
Possible Side Effects, on stage for the last 
skit and had the crowd laughing the en­
tire time.
After a short break One Cool Guy 
took command of the stage. One of the 
attendees, Tim Bozzard, described these 
guys best saying, "without a doubt, these 
guys rock the house.” This is definitely 
true. Only eight months together. One 
Cool Guy not only jammed crazy, but their 
on stage presence was phenomenal. They 
got on and off the stage, danced around, 
and even shook hands while playing. 
Their informal attitude assisted in getting
the crowd higher. The full throng of Chris, 
Keith, Mark, Pete, Nick. Stew, Dave and 
Mike left little room on stage. Every song, 
like "Two. Tone World,” "What We Do,” 
and "Skank Away,” was catchy, fun, and 
lively. I know these guys rock because I 
don’t even like ska, but found myself re­
ally enjoying what I was hearing. With­
out a doubt. One Cool Guy arc guys to 
look out for. Expect to hear them on the
radio soon.
Class One Concerts hosted the show 
a little differently. Though there was a 
fivc-dollar donation charge, they served 
free refreshments. The show served as a 
fund-raiser for the Inner Sorority Council 
and prizes where awarded at the end of 
the show. Class One Concerts closed out 
the semester with a top-notch show with 
two great ska bands leading the fray.
Points of Versatility brings new perspectives
By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor
A s I ride up the New Jersey Turn­pike each morning on my way here J am greeted with visions of 
the Carteret industrial area, the Elizabeth 
seaport and a string of various industrial 
sites which, until now I have thought of 
as just being part of the hideous landscape 
surrounding the highway. This month the 
University Gallery is displaying Points o f 
Versatility which arc works of art by
Valeri Larkoand Carol Rosen which paint 
a different perspective on what most New 
Jcrsians consider unsightly structures. 
Both artists arc New Jersey natives creat­
ing different types of art with similar 
themes.
Valeri Larko is a resident of Sum­
mit. New Jersey. Her paintings arc gen­
erally of area industrial sites in such places 
as Woodbridgc. Carteret and Perth 
Amboy. Her art work brings to life these 
scenes that on a normal day we pass with­
out a second glance. Her use of bright 
colors in paintings like
TIMOTHY CASEY/ MONTCLARION 
Power Station, S. Kearny, N.J. by Valeri Larko
"Transformers” and "Power 
Station in S. Kearny. N.J.” 
bring the paintings to life. 
Her painting entitled "Home­
less Shelter" brings to mind 
more than just the abandoned 
building that is half rubble on 
the picture, you can actually 
envision the people con­
demned to living in that torn 
up structure. "Exposed” is 
of an abandoned construc­
tion site where shrubbery has 
now taken root. Another 
painting in which her use of 
color helps to make the piece 
come alive is "G .O .D .” 
which is a few trucks sitting
TIMOTHY CASEY/ MONTCLARION 
Coat o f  Arms: a sculpture b y  C arol Rosen
smashed up in a parking lot.
Ms. Larko explains why she 
has chosen this theme "I am at­
tracted to these industrial struc­
tures for several reasons. One of 
which is the rich visual experi­
ence of these places. The sensu­
ality of the forms, the play of light 
and shadow, and the pure enjoy­
ment of laying on paint contin­
ues to engage me. 1 find a certain 
beauty in these structures, even if 
its of a dubious nature.”
Carol Rosen’s works arc 
sculptures made out of discarded 
items such as an old Singer sew­
ing .machine. Her work has a 
darker tint to it with pieces such 
as the one entitled "The Reaper” 
in which a sickle is.placcd on an 
apple picking ladder with a light 
bulb painted black attached to it.
Hildreth York described her work 
as "bringing formal dignity to assem­
blages composed of debris, is a deceptive 
cover for works that are ironic, subtly 
nuanced, and often darker in spirit than 
they seem at first.” I found her work to 
be an interesting use of material that led 
the viewer to question and come up with 
their own answers and meanings. In "Coat 
of Arms” piping and other building ma­
terial has been shaped into a 'coat of arms’ 
on a red background; the choice of color 
and materials leaves you questioning. 
One of my favorites was "Broken Prom­
ises” in which she has placed various ob­
jects inside a wire mesh cage resembling 
a bird pen.
This exhibit is only running until 
December 17th. make sure not to miss it. 
It should prove to change the way you 
view your commute.
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Victoria Tollies
Hey! This is the last soap news for the semester, so you’re on your own for a month. Sec you 
in the spring!
One Life to Live: Tea had a dinner 
party for Rachel and Andrew; unbe­
knownst to her Todd already had dinner 
plans of his own. Kelly and Ian had a 
dance at Rodi’s sparking jealousy in Joey 
who turned to Dorothy for comfort. Mel 
rejected Dorian’s idea that they get more 
serious. Mel tells Kelly that he believes 
Miss Stonecliff is covering up informa­
tion about the death of her grandparents.
General Hospital: Luke’s party 
ended in tragedy after gunmen opened fire 
on the friends. Although the would be 
assassins missed their target, Jason, they 
hit Nikolas. With help from Luke, Jason 
saved Nikolas’ life. The police ques­
tioned Jason on in his involvement in the 
attack and Brenda lost her temper and 
exploded at Jason. Hearing news of the 
shooting on the radio Carly believed Ja­
son was the one shot and asked Tony to 
take her to General Hospital.
Port Charles: Chris used his 
knowledge of Bennett’s affair with Nicole 
to keep Bennett off his back. Scott’s trial 
got underway beginning with jury selec­
tion. Despite pangs of guilt Lucy stayed
1. Velour 100 - O f Color Bright
2. The Prom ise Ring - Nothing 
Feels Good
3. Charning - Twee Kitten
4. Porcelain Boys - Away 
Awhile
5. Spiritualized - I Think I ’m In 
Love (ep)
6. G a z e - 7 ”
7. X - Anthology
8. The Wannadies - SIT
9. My Favorite Citizen - 7”
10. The Get Up Kids - 4 Minute 
Mile
with her contention that Lee and Gail were 
not taking good care of Serena. 
Dominque’s ghost visited Serena. Serena 
waited for Scott to celebrate her birthday.
All My Children: Trevor can’t de­
cide who to believe. Janet left Trevor 
because he doubted her story. Janet took 
a lie detector test to prove her innocence. 
Eugenia looks for a husband for Gillian; 
her main target is Edmund. Jack tried to 
dissuade Opal from helping Erica bust out 
of jail. Bianca couldn’t make it for her 
visit with her mom because she passed 
out.
The Young and The Restless:
Danny took the stand in the custody hear­
ing and relayed his story of how he was 
seduced by Phyllis. Meanwhile Paul is 
feeling pretty sorry for himself since his 
wife seems to be spending more time with 
Danny then him. Neil went to the apart­
ment to visit Lily and she couldn’t quite 
understand why he doesn’t come back 
home. Unaware of Tricia’s decision to 
move in with Ryan Jill and Keith make 
plans to redecorate her room. When Tricia 
lets Ryan in on her plans he thinks it’s 
great except he already has a roommate. 
(I wonder who.)
As The World Thrns: Chris, think­
ing that he started the church fire, went to
11. BMX Bandits - Theme Park
12. Delta Haymax - SIT
13. We Are Not Devo - Various 
Artists
14. Six Going on Seven - Self 
Made Mess
15. Weston - Matinee
16. Apples in Stereo - Tone Soul 
Evolution
17. Joyride - Soundtrack
¡8. Rock Band #47 - You Can
Never Go Home
19. NOFX - So Long, Thanks For 
All the Shoes
20. Rocketscience - Well Known 
Drag
the police station to confess. Carly and 
Jack told the boy that he wasn’t to blame 
for his mom’s injuries, that the fire hadn’t 
started in the basement . Holden is the 
main suspect in the beating of Molly. 
Despite attempts by Lily and his attorney 
to change his mind Holden submitted to 
the DNA testing (Big mistake!). Emma 
tried to persuade Molly to clear Holden 
but she could care less about his troubles. 
With friends and loved ones in attendance 
John buried Barbara’s and his son.
Guiding Light: The news of Alan 
and A nnie’s engagement disturbs 
Amanda. Abby is challenged by Roy’s 
family and friends. Beth gets closer to 
Phillip through Annie. Dinah attempts to 
befriend Cassie. Cassie and Hart are still 
getting close . Jesse and Michele have a 
significant discussion.
The Bold and The Beautiful: Sally 
told Grant that the reason things went sour 
on his date with Macy was that Macy was 
expecting a proposal for marriage . Macy 
discussed the matter with Darla and came 
to the conclusion that she had been hasty 
in expecting Grant to be thinking in that 
direction. Grant went to see her and after 
a rough start proposed. Sheila lived 
through her suicide attempt. James went 
to visit her and professed his love for her 
letting her know how much he and Mary
Flubber has
By Timothy M. Casey
Editor-in-Chief
Robin Williams is back on the bigscrccn in Disney’s Flubber. Thenewest Disney film has been 
filling theaters across the country since it’s 
opening on November 26. This comedy 
with a classic Dispey touch guarantees 
that audiences of all ages will be enter­
tained.
"This movie is about fun and limit­
less possibilities, imagination, hope and 
invention. We should all be a little like 
the professor, who lives in a world of 
magical, whimsical possibility, in a world 
of why not?,” said co-star Marcia Gay 
Harden.
William’s plays Professor Phillip 
Brainard, a college professor that could 
use a lesson in daily life in this updated 
version of the 1961 Disney Classic, “The 
Absent-Minded Professor.” Brainard is a 
professor at Mcdficld College, where his 
fiancee, Sara (Marcia Gay Harden), is 
president. Medeficld College is faced 
with financial trouble, so Brainard is 
working on a revolutionary new form of 
energy. On the date of his third attempt 
to many Sara, after forgetting the first two 
weddings, Brainard stumbles upon the fi­
nal component to create a seemingly 
magical goo. The new substance defies 
gravity, and looks like rubber, so Brainard 
names it Flubber. The action takes off as
needed her.
Sunset Beach: Despite the doctor’s 
news that she would probably never have 
children again, Caitlin still could not bring 
herself to tell Cole about the baby. After 
a nightmare she decided she needed to go 
back to Sunset Beach. Meg spoke with 
Ben’s old friend Quint about the night 
Maria died. Ricardo and Eddie tried to 
set up Gabi by taking pictures of Gabi and 
Ricardo kissing. Gabi went to Mark and 
told him about Ricardo trying to get her 
to drop the charges with a kiss.
Another World: Paulina has turned 
to alcohol to soothe her problems instead 
of pills. Thanks to Nikos, Rachel and 
Carl are stuck in the hospital elevator. Lila 
found out where Shane was and sent him 
a note saying from “Vicky” but he moved 
on before he could receive it and it was 
returned to Vicky’s house and Donna got 
a hold of it.
Days of Our Lives: Marlena lets 
John down again. After consulting with 
the Celeste and praying Susan decides to 
give up Elvis to Kristen. Dr. Rolf in­
formed Peter that he had “jungle madness” 
and must stay at his camp. Travis still 
has Jenn who received an unwanted call 
from Peter . Jack has been caught by a 
militia man and tries to talk himself out 
of it.
personality
Brainard discovers the many uses to his 
new invention.
Robin Williams is back to the en­
thusiastic form he displayed in “Hook” 
while using fictional scientific material 
instead of magic. There is a romantic sub­
plot involving Brainard’s robotic assistant, 
WEEBO. Flubber moves fast enough not 
to bore adults, but is simple enough for 
children to understand.
“Certainly, Flubber has all the gags 
and the things children will love. But this 
film has everything for adults to enjoy, 
too. And that makes this movie very spe­
cial, I think. This is truly family enter­
tainment. There’s something in it for ev­
eryone. It’s like what I did in Aladdin. 
There is the humor for the kids, and then 
there are points of references for adults, 
things that will make everyone laugh. 
Plus, if kids come away with a little more 
knowledge of science and it inspires them 
and interests them, knowing that science 
is extraordinary, that’s great. But, most 
of all, everyone will have a great time,” 
described Robin Williams.
It’s great to sec such tremendous 
cinematography that has come to be ex­
pected from all Disney films, usually in 
animated films. The camera work adds 
to the creative story by always showing 
the action from interesting perspectives. 
The bright colors are reminiscent of a car-
FLUBBER Cont. on p. 19
WMSC 90.3 FM TOP 20 
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MSU aspires to greater appreciation of musical arts
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Concert promotes arts appreciation
By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor
M ontclair State U niversity’s School of Arts hosted The Beatrice C. Crawford Memo­rial Concert on Sunday, December 7th. 
Backed by a grant from the Keating
Crawford Foundation the concert was 
sponsored in memory of Beatrice C. 
Crawford a prominent supporter of the 
arts in New Jersey.
The concert featured talents from 
MSU faculty and alumni along with spe­
cial guests. Oscar Ravina and Joe 
Morton. Mr. Ravina, the conductor of 
the MSU Orchestra, is a member of the 
New York Philhar­
monic. Ravina was 
the guest soloist on 
M ozart’s Violin 
Concerto #3. Other 
musical perfor­
mances that night in­
cluded Mozart’s Toy 
Symphony, which 
featured perfor­
mances from Dr. 
Gregory Waters, Dr. 
Richard Lynch and 
Dr. Geoffrey 
Newman. and 
Schubert’s Sym­
phony in B Minor 
and S trauss’ 
Fruhlingsstimmc.
NAACP Im­
age award nominee 
Joe Morton took the 
stage to narrate Ravel’s Mother Goose
Suite with stu­
dents from 
MSU’s Music 
Preparatory Cen­
ter. Joe Morton 
is a distinguished 
movie and stage 
actor starring in 
such films as 
Speed and Ter­
minator 2. He 
also starred in 
“Tribcca”, a sc­
ries for Fox Tele­
vision.
Other art­
ists of the 
evening included 
guests from the Metropolitan Opera Or­
chestra, Oiphcus Chamber Orchestra and 
the mayor of Clifton. Jim Mcsaldi and 
deputy mayor of Montclair, Nicole 
Schnair.
The night’s aspiration was to en­
courage University musical groups to 
work together to provide the community 
with opportunities to enjoy their talents. 
The Dean of the School of Arts, Geoffrey 
Newman described its purpose: "This 
generous gift from the Crawford Foun­
dation will allow the School of Arts, des­
ignated by the New Jersey legislature as
a 'Center of Excellence for the Arts,’ to 
further develop its mission in two ways. 
First, by fostering exposure to and collabo­
ration with professional artists, we en­
hance the School’s goals as an institution 
dedicated to professional training. Sec­
ondly, by bringing such a high level of 
quality performances to campus, we en­
rich the musical and cultural life of north­
ern New Jersey.”
The night proved to be a grand suc­
cess and hopefully we will have more col­
laborations like this in the future.
Craw ford M em oria l Concert featured MSU talent
FLUBBER Cont. from p. 18 
toon, giving the live action a Disney touch. 
The visual effects are incredible, but do not 
dominate Williams’ wonderful perfor­
mance.
From the opening scene, the film has 
an obviously fictional plot. This would be 
completely acceptable in a animated film, 
which is an interesting facet of the film. 
Some will disagree, but it was a little hard 
to swallow how this goo could see without 
eyes, hear without ears, and think like a 
person. That’s what makes this a imagi­
nary story intended for children. I didn’t 
like the blatant attempt to make Flubbcr 
look cute by giving it a human personal­
ity.
Nobody would ever question a fly­
ing robot in a cartoon, but it is slightly dif­
ficult to grasp in a live-action film. The 
lively characters and fictional elements 
will surely grab the imagination of the 
younger audience. One of the few dis­
appointing aspects of Flubber was that 
it often copied other movies . The open­
ing scene is nearly identical to Back to 
the Future, the entire basketball scene re­
sembled Space Jam very closely, and the 
two goons arc reminiscent of the clumsy 
burglars in Home Alone. The slapstick 
type comedy that was displayed didn’t 
seem to fit in the rest of the film, although 
it will be popular with a younger audi­
ence. I felt that the film could have done 
without the violent scene in which there 
was a lot of fighting, and other physical 
harm being inflicted. It was however re­
freshing to see a film free of obscenities 
of any kind.
ILM/COURTESY OFDISNEY ENTERPRISES,INC. 
Professor Ph illip  Brainard (W illiam s) and his creation
Flubber is a great movie to take a date film. It has a typical story where the 
younger sibling or child to during the up- "good guys” win, leaving viewers feeling
coming winter break. If you don’t mind good. I almost don’t want to say it, but it 
the younger audience, it is an excellent is a "cute” film.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
F R O M  TH E A R T S
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Players puts on three terrific one act plays
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
Ralph Cozzarelli and Alan Niebuhr in Jason Milligan’s Shoes
By Gabrielle Wild________________
Assistant Arts Editor
Last night I went to the final dress rehearsal for an evening of one act plays presented by Montclair State 
University’s very own Players. The 
evening consisted of three plays, all great 
in their own right.
“He’s Having a Baby" was the first 
play of the evening. It is a one act farce 
by Fred Carmichael. This play is simply 
ironic. The play opens with the Monty 
Python’s "The Penis Song". This song 
sets the scene for the entire play. The play 
itself features Miriam S. Lablans (Mrs. 
Murray), Jen Weaver (Mrs. Foster) and 
Stacy Rumakcr ((Mrs. Groton) as expect­
ing mothers. Only, they arc not the ones 
in labor — their husbands arc. The play 
takes place in the waiting room of a hos­
pital, where all three women arc waiting 
to hear news from Nurse W illiams 
(Deanna Dcstitio) about their husbands 
and soon-to-be born children.
Lablans shines as a nervous Mrs. 
Murray, who’s expecting her first child 
and worrying endlessly about her hus­
band. Both Foster and Groton add humor 
to the story line with their advice to Mrs. 
Murray. While Mrs. Foster sits back, 
drinks from a flask and patiently awaits 
the arrival of her seventh child, Mrs. 
Groton talks excitedly about how she 
hopes that her second child will be a girl 
and not another boy. Julie Barber plays 
Mrs. North, a friend of Mrs. Murray’s, 
who comes to comfort her friend during 
her time of stress. Barber also adds a dose 
of comedy to this play as she tries to put 
her friend at case.
Both the director. Shannon Brandt, 
and stage manager. Sarah Gilbert, did a 
superb job in putting this one act play to­
gether. This play really made me think of
what it would be like if men gave birth to 
children and women did not. And as the 
opening song suggests, the world would 
be a different place if women had penises.
"Abstinence” was the second play 
of the evening. This play was written by 
Lanford Wilson. The play takes place at 
Winnie (Kathy McFaddcn) and Lon's 
(Robert J. Duane) apartment, where they 
are celebrating their anniversary by throw­
ing a dinner party for one of Martha’s 
charitable causes. This year they arc en­
tertaining a support group of people who 
belong to liars anonymous.
McFaddcn made the character of 
Winnie really seem like a wife with a 
mysterious past. Duane brought a lot of 
humor to the character of Lon. His refer­
ences to vegetables practically had me 
rolling on the floor with laughter. Danna, 
played by Stacy Rumakcr, was the third 
point in this triangle of characters. 
Rumakcr made her role as a recovering 
alcoholic quite believable, as well as, 
funny. Craig Klein was hilarious as Joe, 
one of the guests at the dinner party. His 
lies seemed to grow and grow as they 
rolled off of his tongue with such ease, 
that you just had to chuckle out of disbe­
lief.
Sarah Gilbert added comic relief to 
the play, with herróle as Martha, the maid 
that talked directly to the audience. Di­
rector, Sean R Hale, and stage manager, 
Miriam S. Lablans, seemed to have their 
hands full with this one act play. There 
were so many aspects to this play (sex, 
drinking, lying) and they brought each one 
to light with humorous dialogue and en­
tertaining characters. This play even had 
its unexpected twists and turns. But, to 
find these out, you’ll have to sec the play.
The last play of the evening was 
"Shoes”, which is a one act play about life 
in New York by Jason Milligan. This play
surprised me a bit because I wasn’t ex­
pecting it to be such an emotional one. 
Although there was a very small cast, the 
actors did an excellent job with such a dra­
matic play. The play is about two broth­
ers, Jim (Ralph Cozzarelli) and Tony 
(Alan Niebuhr). Jim owns a diner, while, 
Tony is a successful businessman.
The play takes place in Jim’s diner 
where Tony is having his weekly break­
fast visit at six o ’clock in the morning. 
The brothers’ typical sibling conversation 
is interrupted when a shoeless foreigner 
(Neville L. Hector, Jr.) enters the diner and 
starts speaking gibberish about buses and 
shoes. Tony wants to help him, while Jim 
just wants to throw him out. Cozzarelli 
docs a superb job as Jim. the struggling 
brother who never receives any help from
his successful brother. Niebuhr hits the 
nail right on the head with his portrayal 
of Tony. Hector adds dose after dose of 
comic relief to the play, even though his 
character should be the one receiving the 
pity.
This play truly brought a tear to my 
eye and made me realize just how messed 
up our society is when it comes to help­
ing out the needy. Director, Jason M. 
Wills, and stage manager, Miriam S. 
Lablans, both deserve a pat on the back 
for bringing this play to life.
I highly recommend checking this 
Player’s production out as soon as pos­
sible. This is one set of one act plays that 
you do not want to miss. I guarantee that 
they will all make you laugh and perhaps 
even get a bit tcary eyed.
Rap Shows a Tender Side at Madison Square Garden
By Claudia Caramiello
Staff Writer
If you can make it past the mobs of sardine packed people, push your way through the metal detectors while 
dodging parents with theiryoung children 
(Madison Square Garden decided to hold 
"A Christmas Carol” on the same night 
as a rap concert) not get dizzy from the 
local ganja, and surrender yourself to hear­
ing the word pussy uttered 400 times, you 
will attend one of the best concerts of the 
year. It just takes a while to realize it.
The Puff Daddy and Family World 
Tour featuring artists such as Masc, Busta 
Rhymes, Foxy Brown, Li’l Kim, 112 and 
of course Scan Combs, otherwise known 
as Puff Daddy, started off on a slightly 
sour note.
Jay Z appeared on stage first, greet­
ing the crowd at Madison Square Garden 
with "peace and love”. Although his en­
ergy level was high. Jay Z ’s voice was 
rather muffled and sounded better on the
tape in the car. on the way to the concert.
Eighteen year old Foxy Brown was 
next, making her entrance via a simulated 
clam. With her pink fur, 
matching thong and full 
brown breasts almost oozing 
out of her fuzzy bra. Ms.
Brown was supposed to be 
one of the highlights of the 
show. Yet her normally deep, 
tough-girl voice sounded too 
thin and strained for a New 
York crowd. When she rapped 
lyrics, "I can do bad by my 
damn self” you didn’t believe her.
A good sign came when DJ Kid 
Capri took the stage scratching old school 
joints and getting the crowd excited. Un­
fortunately. he was only given fifteen min­
utes at his turn table.
When Busta Rhymes took the stage 
with his Flip Mode Squad, you really be­
gan to sec the light. Songs such as "It’s a 
Party” and "Put Your Hands Where My 
Eyes Can’t See” with their thick bass lines, 
and the Busta’s scratchy, humorous voice.
gave the crowd opportunity to pump their 
fists in the air and dance. When he asked 
you to repeat "Don’t Stop the Body Rock” 
after him. you really didn’t want him 
to stop.
The true concert began when 
the Bad Boy family took the stage. 
Puff, Masc, Li’l Kim, 112, The Lox, 
Li’l Cacsc and Junior Mafia, undu­
lated their hips, danced and rhymed 
with such feverish energy, that the 
Notorious B.I.G., whom the concert 
was dedicated to, would have been 
proud.
Perhaps the most intriguing person­
ality of the Bad Boy family was the al­
ways lascivious and lovely Li’l Kim. 
Dressed in a cherry colored see through 
dress with matching knee-high boots, she 
shimmied her slinky body, rhymed with a 
strong voice and bonded with the ladies 
in the crowd.
Just when you’ve gotten mildly 
bored with the genital phrases, 112 pro­
vided the sweet harmonious voices you 
may have been craving. The soft velvet
sounds seemed to melt over the momen­
tarily sedate audience.
Being that the concert was dedicated 
to the Notorious B.I.G., there was the 
obligatory moments of thanking God, and 
putting your hand in the air for Biggie. 
Yet somehow these moments weren’t con­
trived. When the sad trickling music of 
the piano began and people flicked on 
their lighters creating a sea of tiny yellow 
stars, the only word to describe the mo­
ment was chilling. With a soulful gospel 
choir in the background, Puffy’s passion­
ate rhymes in "Missing You” and a big 
screen depicting images of the life of the 
Notorious B.I.G. you realized that this 
man is dead, and you began to feel sad.
Puff Daddy appropriately closed the 
show by telling his audience that rapping 
doesn’t have to mean violence. "No mat­
ter what we are all human beings and none 
of us arc perfect. Now let’s make some 
noise for God.”
The only element missing from the 
concert was the Notorious B.I.G. himself. 
Because in the words of Puff Daddy, he 
would have ripped this shit down.
REVIEW.
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Godmoney is kicking
By Victoria Tengelics
Arts Editor
A  CD from one of your favorite bands is cool, however a CD with a compilation of superb artists is 
awesome. That is what has happened 
with the soundtrack to the movie 
Godmoney. There are so 
many powerful bands on 
Godmoney I don’t know 
where to begin but I will 
try.
Favorites such as 
Pennywise, Rollins 
Band, G utterm outh,
Strife and Dance Hall 
Crashers are just a few of 
the 20 bands that re­
corded for Godmoney.
Pennywise starts off with 
“Peaceful Day” which at first I didn’t 
think I could get into but on a second lis­
ten it wasn’t half bad, not one of my fa­
vorites but certainly not the worst.
One that I particularly favored was 
track five, Chance22’s “Hollow” which 
was one of the many harder tracks on this
compilation. For those more into punk/ 
ska track # 10 "Nuisance” by Dance Hall 
Crashers is one not to miss, it has a jumpy, 
dancy feel to it. Blink 182’s “Voyeur” has 
a very cool rhythm that epitomizes punk. 
“Cut Off” by Guttermouth definitely de­
serves a mention it had a great rhythm 
with skillful uses of 
their instruments to­
gether. Although I 
have never heard of 
Strife before I defi­
nitely liked their “Un­
titled” track. The only 
track I would advise 
missing off Godmoney 
would be VooDoo 
Glow Skulls’ “You 
Don’t Have a Clue”; 
their lead singer 
sounded like he had 
marbles in his mouth. This CD had kick­
ing beginning and an eerie ending with 
the last track by Far entitled “All Go 
Down” this melodic song proved to be 
the perfect way to end this diverse CD. 
In my opinion Godmoney is a definite 
Christmas gift idea.
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“One Acts”, 8 p.m. SC Annex 
Rm. 126. More info? x5l59
I  I  / _  Am  I |  f
Angel Face, The Balcony
Loungeat Webster Hall, NY
\  /  A
Friday, December 12
l-v fe
A Christmas Carol, Memorial 
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. 
more info? x5112
“One Acts”, 8 p.m. SC Annex 
Rm- 126. More info? x5l59
Sa
Sunday, December 14
Ridgewood Holiday Music 
Festival. Benjamin Franklin 
School, Ridgewood. NJ, 8 p.m. 
More info? 201-493-1111
Mehinie, The Turning Point, 
Picrmont, NY
Monday, December 15
Friday’s Child, Barnes & Noble
Superstore, Paramus, NJ
ly, December 13
%
Total Sexual Freedom, Elbow 
Room, NY
December 16
f
B  /  I  I  I  f  #  I  S 1 1 I""””
M e  Acts”, 8 p.m. SC Annex Living, CBGB’s NY
Rm. 126. More info? x5159
-,1^  . f  Baby Jane Dexler, Eighty Eights,
Ridgewood Holiday Music NY
Festival, Benjamin Franklin
School, Ridgewood, NJ, 8 p.m. Wednesday, December 17 
More info? 201-493-11H
Have a rocking winter break!
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The Clarks with
By Lynette Surie
Staff Writer
For 10 years a little old group named The Clarks have been hiding in the music woodwork. Recently I had 
the chance to catch their latest album, 
someday maybe.
With the 
release of this 
new album they 
have finally 
reached star- 
d o  m - N O T !
Some how I find 
it impossible that 
these four guys,
Scott Blasey-vo­
cals, guitar; Greg 
Joseph -bass, 
mandolin, vo­
cals; Robert James - 6& 12 string guitars, 
vocals, harmonies: and David Minarik - 
drums, vocals, could pack the copy room 
in Sprague library.
Their musical output consists of 
what they call, “grass-roots rock,” or what 
I like to call—wannabc-a-rockstar-coun- 
try-twang. Some of the tracks are some­
what groovy, but their lyrics cause the 
songs to fizzle! For example, "She liked 
the way I licked her fcct/Shc brought me 
upstairs, showed me how/I stood there 
laughing all I said was wow/Courtney
someday maybe
loves me now. (Track 2 “Courtney”)” 
There’s talent for you.
When The Clarks first started to put 
out albums they had their own record la­
bel based in their hometown of Pittsburgh 
named KING MOUSE RECORDS. They 
even mention it in their song, "Cigarette”, 
which featured in the movie Boys with 
Winona Ryder. They 
produced four albums 
on that label before 
they were signed to 
MCA/Way Cool Mu­
sic. I wonder who at 
Way Cool Music was 
smashed out of their 
mind when they 
signed these guys.
The Clarks’ mu­
sic is mainly about 
“fallen women” and. 
mushy stupid metaphors— "She’s swim­
ming in the gene pool and I’m her DNA 
(Track 7 “Fatal”).” They remind me of 
some local bands, or maybe even a high 
school band. I did like one of their songs 
called “Stop!” It was a good choice on 
their part to put that song as the start to 
their CD; it enticed me enough to sit there 
and listen to the rest of the horrible tunes.
All and all I think The Clarks make 
an immature attempt to be stars. They can 
pass for a band of toned down Garth 
Brooks’ in Eddie Baucrclothcs. They may 
even become stars, “someday maybe."
The Clarks release someday maybe
Don’t Miss Out... 
,<S<D. V
WANTS YOU!!!
Floyd Hall Enterprises
Is looking for a few motivated students to work at Floyd Hall 
Ice Arena on the campus of Montclair State University.
We will be at
MS Li’s Student Center Lobby
2nd floor
Thursday, December 11th
From 1 - 4  p . m .
The following positions are available: office/sales assistants, 
receptionist, skate guards, customer service representatives, 
maintenance assistants, computer programmers and mascots.
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Every semester or my urs, I  am forced to add to the
list Of raaos tbit
PISS ME OFF!
I fU i SEMESTERLY TRADITION WRITTEN BY THE ETERNALLY
_Jamui J ohn J . O’Sullivan.
Dilbert®
by Scott Adams
r I'M  MUCH SMARTER \ 
THAN W U  BECAUSE | 
SCIENTISTS hW E 
INVENTED MANY 
THINGS, p
BUT THOSE. /APPARENTLY
ARE OTHER 
SCIENTISTS, 
NOT YOU.
YOU OON'T 
UNDERSTAND 
SCIENCE f~
1 "
THAT IDEA WON'T 
WORK. I  KNOW 
BECAUSE I ’VE READ 
MANY REPORTS ABOUT 
IDEAS THAT 
DION'T WORK.
cYOU HAVEN'T EVEN) 
LOOKED AT (
MY IDEA )
OH, I GET TT-, 
YOU'RE ONE OF 
THOSE RELIGIOUS 
NUTS
HI. IW  DAN, THE 
ILLOGICAL SCIENTIST. 
THAT SOFTWARE YOU'RE 
WRITING WILL NEVER 
WORK , AND r  CAN 
PROVE IT.
I  DON'T (HEAN TO BE 
RUOE, BUT IT'S NOT 
LOGICALLY POSSIBLE 
TO PROVE SOMETHING 
CAN'T BE DONE. r~
IT S  IMPOSSIBLE FOR 
MOST PEOPLE, BUT m  j 
A TRAINED s c ie n t is t . J
V  OID THE TRAIN­
ING INVOLVE 
ELECTRIC 
SHOCKS?
¿ ¿ m
YOU'RE MY 
ROLE MODEL, 
WALLY
DESPITE ALL THE 
PRESSURE AND 
FRUSTRATION, YOU 
PRESS ON. YOU BEND
BREAK.
f * Y MOTTO IS  "THEY ^ 
CAN'T BREAK YOU LF 
YOU DON’T HAVE A 
t SPIN E." j---------- 1 I— '
THERE'S AN ART 
TO SARCASM, 
ASOK.
IF YOU USE YOUR BOSS'S 
OWN WORDS, YOU CAN'T 
BE DISCIPLINED FOR f~' 
v INSUBORDINATION, j
AND DO THTS'i
WITH YOUR J 
----
("Uu
^TODAY I  FOCUSED MY 
RESOURCES ON ADDING 
VALUE TO THE PRODUCT 
PROCESS. OUR SHARE‘ S  
HOLDERS WOOLO BE 
DELIGHTED TO KNOW 
THAT. J  -----------
A e u
1. Parking: I know, this is probably the 
23894782378497th time that I ’m pissed 
about parking, but jeesh, it just keeps 
getting worse. During the first half of 
the semester, I just parked my car at 
home and hitchhiked to school, to avoid 
the M ontclair State 
parking lots. It made (your parking is 
getting  to c a m p u s ^ - ,  shitei 
fun, and it was like an 
autom otive g r a b _______________  _____
Sometimes H I  H E S S
the rich and 
famous brought me 
to school. Man, when 
Oasis brought me to school, they got me 
so drunk that I collapsed in the middle 
of my A ugustan Age class. My 
professor didn't care for the vomitus that 
much, but hey— I didn’t have to fight 
for a spot in the Clove Lot!
Sometimes I had genetically 
mutated people pick me up. Once, this 
redneck that I snagged a ride from tried 
to make me ‘squeal like a p ig .’ 
Fortunately, I was carrying a small vile 
of chloroform with me, so I knocked the 
buggerer out and kept him away from 
my arse.
Seriously though, since when 
did we have to fight for CLOVE 
spots??? This is ridiculous! Sometimes, 
every now and then, one of the verboten 
lots is open, and I try to snag a spot.
Today the small lot by the Student 
Center was open. I drove right in and 
parked my car. All of the sudden, this 
daft old man starts screaming at me, 
saying, “W hat’s wrong with you?
You’re not supposed to park here!”
What’s wrong with me? Oh, I just want 
to park my car where I can easily reach 
it. I guess I’m just a dumb fool. Adoy.
So, I just shot the sod1 and kept the car 
there. I wasn’t going to relinquish a 
“spot of the gods.”
2. Dumb people: Dumb people have 
no reason to live. Seriously. This 
country is getting dumber and dumber 
as the years go on. Case in point (and I 
am NOT making this up— I read it in 
The Star Ledger) A man is suing 
McDonalds for medical expenses and 
damages for mental trauma. This idiot 
was eating at his 
1 o c a 
M c R e s ta u ra n t, 
and claimed that 
he was injured
when he put catsup on his burger...a 
catsup packet, that is.
Can you believe this? Some 
idiot put a whole catsup packet on his 
burger! What do you THINK when you
do this? “Aduh. I love Big Macs™. 
Aduh. Mmm, I like catsup. Aduh. I 
like it so much, that I ’ll put the whole 
packet on my burger. Aduh. Mmm, this 
is going to be great! OWWW! The 
catsup hurt my throat. Aduh. I ’m going 
to sue. Aduh.” He said that there was 
no warning that said not to eat the 
packet. You know that they’re 
going to put a warning on the 
catsup packet that says, “Do 
not eat the p ack e t.” 
Somebody shoot this guy. 
Please help vacuum the 
gene pool. Thank you. (John J. 
O ’Sullivan, President of Idiotocide, 
Inc.)
3. Waiting tables: I am a poor sod in 
the profession from hell™: I’m a waiter 
in a chain restaurant in the Mall from 
hell™ (Name withheld to preserve my 
job from hell™). Granted, the money 
is a lot better than a McJob™, but the 
aggravation that one must face and smile
through is enough 
abolitionist order 
and tonic, 
theory that the 
I work at is
i n iii iii a lu ui *voiuvmo wi i
Aduh.
c h e e r fu l ly  
to make an 
a vodka 
I have a 
restaurant 
a c tu a l ly  
t h e 
threshold 
to the 
gates o f 
h e l l ™ ,  
and we, 
the poor 
souls that we
are, have to serve the 
damned. This theory gives me some 
so lace , insom uch that they will 
hopefully live in the tenth circle of hell. 
In this circle unmentioned in Dante’s 
Inferno, those who annoy waiters will 
rot eternally with waiters gleefully 
pouring napalm soup on their heads.
In my restaurant you will find 
the terminally stupid, the babies with 
eternal colic, the gangs of ornery senior 
citizens, the members of Penny Pinchers 
Anonymous, Satan™, children that love 
to launch food, and mall employees.
O ut o f all o f these fu ture 
residents of Hades, mall employees are 
the worst. Since they 
have to swallow the same 
crap that we are subjected 
to, they use their lunch 
hour as TortureTime™  
and re lease  all o f the ir pent up 
aggravation on us. I don’t necessarily 
like being an anger transference 
professional, but I ’m slowly getting
UTTER CRAP, Cont. on page 24
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The future is written this week 
by that ripe jolly old elf 
himself,
Santa Claus™
Aries (March 21 to April 19) Ho
ho ho! This is Santa! Call my 
Christmas 900 number or 
Rudolph will poop on your car! 
Ho ho ho!
Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
You’ll be given everything you 
want, except for the nubile 
Swedish stewardess. There’s 
only so much that I can do. Ho 
ho ‘ho!
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) Ho
ho ho! Somebody has been 
really naughty this year! Maybe 
it’s my fault—I gave you the land 
mines that you asked for.
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) You 
won’t get anything from me this 
year...except for my dentist’s bill. 
Last year, the cookies you left me 
were stale as rocks. HohoOWH 
Damn cookies! You’ll be hearing 
from my lawyer!
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) You’ve 
been REALLY good to me last 
year, so you’ll be getting the 
Corvette... That teddy you wore 
really got my stocking filled. Ho 
ho wow! Just don’t tell Mrs. 
Claus*.
Virgo (August 23 to Sept. 22)
Instead of that big train set that 
you wanted, I’m afraid the only 
thing I’ll be able to get you is a 
nice pair of socks. Times have 
been tough up here in the North 
Pole after the stock market 
slump a month or so ago. But 
think positive: You can’t jog with 
stupid model trains!
Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) I’m 
sorry, but I just can’t take that
Biochemistry test for you. I didn’t 
finish high school Bio. I make 
toys and stuff— I don’t know 
anything about genetics. Bite 
the bullet and study, you lazy 
bastard. Ho ho ho!
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Ho 
ho ow w . I think ye’ put somethin 
in the mile {hie}, yerr have some 
good stuhph. I ‘m gonna be
sick or somfin..g......  {barf}
whosps sorryh about yer lether 
cawch. soorrry.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Cats will be the cause of your 
undoing. Your lucky numbers 
are 3, 62, 62 ,1 ,6 , and 0. Ho ho 
ho!
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Ho ho ho! A Nintendo 64 will fall 
out of my sleigh and hit you on 
your head, killing you instantly. 
Whoopsie!
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
I’m sick of candy canes. I mean, 
candy canes for breakfast, 
candy canes for lunch, and 
candy canes for dinner. Candy 
canes, candy canes, candy 
canes. Damn, you’d think that 
Mrs. C laus would buy a 
cookbook or something. Why 
do you think I ask for some 
co o k ie s— I need va rie ty ! 
Somebody get me a leg of 
lamb!
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) If
you want anything this year, 
don’t have a fire roaring in your 
fireplace. Last year, I had third 
degree burns all over my bum. 
I couldn’t sit for nine months.
*Since the writing of this horoscope, Mrs. Claus found 
out about Santa’s illicit affair with a red-haired 
nymphette, and has began filing for divorce.
the humour™ section:
we ate your sacred cows for 
lunch, cooked medium rare, 
with a side of fries.
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used to it. Besides, all of us decided that 
we’re going to rush en masse to Macy’s 
and destroy the workers’ souls. It should 
be fun— I ’m looking forward to it. 
“Excuse me, this shade of brown isn’t 
good enough for me. Can you look 
through your entire collection for a better 
shade?”
(3672 pairs o f shoes later)
“Oh I was just looking. Toodles!”
Tee hee; revenge kicks arse.
4. Those silly vampire people: To all 
of you who think that you’re vampires, 
I have only this to say: Halloween ended 
over a month ago.
You do not drink 
blood, nor are you 
the undead. Case in 
po in t n um ber II:
When I was seven 
years old, I used to 
pretend that I was 
L ionel , and my 
sister used to act 
like she was 
Cheetarah from the 
Thundercats. We 
pretended we were 
s tran d ed  on an 
island, and we had 
to cross the m oat 
loaded  w ith
c ro co d ile s  by 
c ro ss in g  a
dangerous bridge.
(Translation: we climbed on the jungle 
gym.) It was fun, but if I did that 
today, people would suggest that I 
should start using Lithium. You are 
not the Children of the Night. You are 
losers. Get a life. (This also applies 
to Trekkies and Lyndon LaRouche
supporters)
5. Atari: Wait..that’s not right! I love 
Atari! It rules. It’s the only thing in 
life that I love. I would marry my 
Atari 2600 if it was possible. Wow, 
my life is pitiful. Somebody shoot me.
6. Last Winter: There was no snow! 
I want snow! I want feet of white, 
fluffy, delicious snow! I want so much 
snow, that my house is completely 
covered. Wait...I want so much snow 
that I can make an igloo the size of 
my house and have a snowball fight. 
That would be boss! I want snow 
days! I want sleigh rides! I want a
new car2! I want
to ru le  
world1!
the
a picture o f a vampire, so instead 
here is a picture of Fi Fi the poodle.
I ’d like to take 
this time to wish 
everyone a happy 
H oliday , and a 
prosperous new 
year. W ait..to  
heck with it (see 
I grew  up— I 
didn’t say hell’!), 
I ’d like to wish 
me a happy 
H oliday , a 
prosperous new 
year, and lots of 
money and stuff. 
I w rite  the 
horoscopes, I can
get anything I want!
John J. O ’Sullivan 
Humour™ Editor
11 only shot him figuratively. Seriously. He’s certainly not buried under the new 
ice rink. Honest.
2 Heck, those folks who had eight kids got a free car. Why not give a guy that has 
eight personalities a car?
3 Except for Antarctica. It’s far too cold there, although they have lots of snow™.
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O d d s  S ta n d a r d is e d
I SEE YOU WHEN YOU’RE 
SLEEPING. I KNOW WHEN 
YOU’RE AWAKE.
m uhahhahahahaha!
/fam edi™
The large international staff of 
humour™ writers would like to wish 
you and yours a pleasant holiday 
season. The large international 
staff of humour™ writers would also 
like to wish for a boss video game 
system.
Word o f the day: 
food(n)
1. A substance consisting essentially o f  carbohydrates and protein  
used to sustain life and growth in the body o f  an organism.
2. What I really want right now. since I skipped breakfast and lunch 
and it's now X pan.
Upper Montclair, room in a quiet neigh­
borhood for mature graduate student, 
Kitchen, Laundry, Parking, phone outlet. 
$100 weekly, other payment arrangements 
available. Mr. Richardson, 744-2433, 
746-6173 Residence.
ROOMATE WANTED! Male/Female 
student for 2nd and 3rd floor of 
Bloomfield Apt. 2 baths, living room, 4 
bedrooms, and kitchen. Rent $225 + 
utilities. GREAT DEAL / SAFE LOCA­
TION. 15 minutes from school! Call 748 
- 3881.
Sunny Cozy Studio Garden Apartment. 
Available February 1, 1998. No Smoking. 
$500 including utilities and cable.
Walking distance to MSU. Call (973)509- 
8259. Please Leave Message.
• Help Wanted •
SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS for After 
School Programs in elementary schools. 
Part time afternoon positions. Paid 
training. Must have experience with 
children, own car flexible schedule, 
general science. Perfect position for 
commuter students, Fall program posi­
tions available immediately. Call MAD 
SCIENCE. 973-228-9700.
COLLEGE STUDENTS - $9.00 per hour 
during semester break. Inventory Audi­
tors. No experience necessary! Paid 
training! Must be 18 and have private
Classifieds/Thursday, December 11, 1997 • 9,5
means of transportation. To apply call 
(973)244-0276. RGIS - Inventory 
Specialists. A Nationwide Organization, 
Equal Opportunity Employer.
ALLEGRO Adult Services provides 
residential group home care and day time 
vocational training programs for adults 
with autism in Morris County. Full and 
part-time positions available. We have 
mornings, evenings, overnight awake, 
overnight sleep, weekends and various 
combinations. Call ALLEGRO (973)993- 
8121.
PT/FT Business, Marketing and Commu­
nications Majors and Graduates. Young 
corporation seeking individual for 
International Expansion. Excellent 
opportunity for advancement. Locations 
in North Jersey. To schedule an appoint­
ment call (973)402-9585.
SEEKING: Managing Representative - 
Start, Own, & Operate your own business 
in the fastest growing company in the 
fastest growing industry. No experience 
necessary, - No Telemarketing, - Must be 
coachable and trainable. (973) 880-5352.
• Child Care Wanted •
Childcare wanted: energetic student 
wanted to interact with 2 boys, aged 3 and 
5 Mon and Fridays 1 -4 in our Montclair 
home near campus, $10/hr. 509-2132.
Babysitter wanted for 2 school - aged 
children in Millbum, N.J. Live-in or 
Live-out possible. Opportunity to work 
while attending college. Call (212) 787- 
1535.
Mother’s Helper - Mature individual 
needed to assist mother of triplets. Hours 
are flexible. Person majoring in child 
development or child related classes 
preferred. Hourly rate - $8.00. Please call 
973-669-1949 or fax resume/information 
to 973-321-8112..
Free board plus salary must drive and 
cook. Need Mom’s helper. Call or fax 
info. 201-933-9939 Lyndhurst.
Babysitter Wanted, Mon, Tues mornings 
9:00 - 1:00 to watch 6 mos old daughter in 
our upper montclair home. Seeking 
loving person. Childhood education major 
preferred. References required. Call 
973-509-9149.
IMMEDIATE OPENING - Montclair 
Family seeks babysitter in my home - 
Tuesdays 8am to 5:30 pm, and Thursdays 
8am to 12:30 pm. Two girls, 11 mos and 
4 years. Own transportation required.
$100 cash per week. Call (973)744-2358.
• Computer Services •
Quality word processing and graphic 
design for students and faculty - resumes, 
term papers, certificates, invitations, 
whatever.. On-line searches.. Personalized 
PC tutoring.. WE DO WINDOWS! Call 
Ellen & Karen (973)473-3838.
• Miscellaneous •
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. ALL 
SPRINGBREAK locations. Cancún, 
Jamaica from $399, Florida, from $89, 
Texas, Mazatlan, Bahamas. Register your 
group or be our Campus Rep. 800-327- 
6013. www.icpt.com
Interested
Schwoebel 
at 655- 
5237for 
more infor-
WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 1997-98
Applications and Nomination forms for Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges 1997-98 
are now available for students with a minimum GPA of 2.75, plus 90 earned credits, and can be obtained at the 
following locations:
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE - STUDENT CENTER, ROOM 400 
STUDENT CENTER INFORMATION DESK  
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION - STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, ROOM  103 
ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER - MOOREHEAD HALL  
EOF OFFICE - MOOREHEAD HALL  
COLLEGE HALL INFORMATION DESK  
RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE - BOHN HALL 
CAMPUS RECREATION - FIELD HOUSE OFFICE
THE FILING DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19,1997 AT 12:30 P.M.
Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges is a prestigious biographical volume that 
provides a permanent tribute to the leaders of today’s college generation.
Each year a select group of students is nominated to receive national recognition for their scholastic achieve­
ment, participation and leadership in extra-curricular activities, citizenship, service to Montclair State, and their 
potential for future achievement. Their resumes are reviewed by a committee compromised of administration, fac­
ulty members, professional staff members, and undergraduate and graduate students The names of these students 
who are selected by the committee as outstanding leaders in those areas are then submitted as nominees to receive 
this exclusive national honor.
For further information, please call Lisa Dittman at 655-4235.
Thank You.
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W omen’s basketball downs 
Rutgers-Camden 58-54
By Rob Williams
Staff Writer
Strong Red Hawk defense and quick 
meets to the passes proved to be a strong 
obstacle to overcome for Rutgers- 
Camden 's women’s basketball team 58- 
54 win against Montclair State University 
last night in Panzer Gymnasium.
While Rutgers-Camden left the 
game with an improved (4-3. 2-2) record, 
they knew the Red Hawks could not be 
taken lightly.
"We never take Montclair lightly 
because it is always an intense game ev­
ery year when we play,” said Rutgers- 
Camden head coach Carol Ellcrbc. "With 
the experience Gloria Bradley has. and the 
games we have played in the past, we 
make sure that we do our homework for 
this game.”
MSU head coach was not available 
for comments.
In the first half, MSU held the 
Rutgers-Camden defensively with a 31- 
25 halt-time score. Red Hawk leading 
scorer Jill Schultz, who scored nine of her 
game-high 19 points in the first half, 
proved to be a key asset along with 
Marlena Lawrence, who scored six of her 
eight points in the first.
In the second MSU continued to 
hold to Rutgers-Camden. trailing behind 
less than eight points until with they were 
able to tie the score 48-48 with seven min­
utes left on the clock. Part of this was due 
to Rutgers-Camden guard Joy Martin, 
who injured her ankle six minutes before 
ended it six point run. This injury proved 
crucial to the MSU’s potential for the win.
The Red Hawks began a battle for 
the win as the tic continued to rise. But 
Rutger-Camdcn. who took advantage of 
scoring at the line, proved to be the deter­
mining factor in the team’s win.
Ellcrbc said the team was strong in 
competition and did not make the victory 
an easy one to obtain.
"Jill Schultz was awesome,” said 
Ellcrbc. "I knew she was a good player 
from last year.”
"I was also concerned with how ath­
letic a lot of the girls were on the team 
this year,” said Ellcrbe. "You can not judge 
a team based just on their height.”
Ellcrbc said this was a factor she 
realized once she saw MSU’s rebounding.
"You can not predict that your team 
will out rebound them based on height, 
because they gave us a hard time on the 
boards.”
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION
The Red Hawk Wrestling team lost their first home 
match o f the season to Hunter College on Tuesday. 
The Red Hawk grapplers fell to a 2-1 record on the 
season. In a close Heavyweight match, Keith Izsa 
(above) lost by decision.
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
Felicia Ingram drives to the hoop against Rutgers-Camden last night.
I C E ®  H A W K
M en’s Basketball:
January 5: vs. Widener, PA, 4:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 10: vs. Lehman, 2:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 14: vs. Rowan University, 8:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 17: vs. The College of NJ, 4:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
Women’s Basketball:
January 5: vs. Richard Stockton, 6:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 14: vs. Rowan University, 6:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 17: vs. The College of NJ, 2:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
M en’s Swimming:
January 14: vs. USMMA, 6:00 p.m. Panzer Pool 
January 17: vs. Bloomsburg, 2:00 p.m. Panzer Pool 
January 24: vs. William Paterson, 2:00 p.m. PanzelPool 
Women’s Swimming:
January 14: vs. USMMA, 6:00 p.m. Panzer Pool 
January 24: vs. William Paterson, 2:00 p.m. Panzer Pool 
Wrestling:
January 14: vs. USMMA, 7:30 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium 
January 27: vs. The College of NJ, 7:00 p.m. Panzer Gymnasium
*Home games only are listed. For more information 
about sports events, call Athletics at 655-5234.
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SPORTS TRUNINS
with William Mooney
1997 N.P.C. Natural Bodybuilding Champion 
Certified Strength/Exercize Instructor 
Senior P.E. Major
The shoulders arc made up of three muscles, the front, side, and rear deltoid. These muscles can be easily stimulated with some simple basic 
exercises.
Begin your shoulder workout with 
the behind the neck press. This exercise 
hits all three heads of the deltoid.
-Group the bar with a wider than 
shoulder width grip.
-Begin slowly lowering the bar un­
til it touches the upper part of your neck.
-as you begin to press upward, drop 
your shoulders and flex your lats(back) 
common mistake- During this ex­
ercise people have back as straight as pos­
sible throughout the entire movement. 
Tightening your abs may help prevent 
arching in your back.
If you want to put on mass perform 
4-5 sets of 8-12 reps.
If your toning, perform 3 sets of 15- 
25 reps.
Bcntovcr Lateral Raise 
This is an important exercise for 
building thickness in the rcardclts. Hold­
ing two dumbbells, bend over so that your 
upper body is parallel to the floor.
-Keep your elbows slightly bent 
while lifting the weight up from your 
sides.
-at the top. squeeze your rear dclts.
-slowly lower back to start, using the 
strength of your muscles and not the mo­
mentum of the weight
For beginners, this exercise may 
seem awkward. Remember to concentrate 
on raising and lowering the weight with 
your rear delts only. Stay tight through­
out the entire movement.
Lateral Raise
This exercise works the side deltoid. 
You can perform this exercise standing or 
seated. Hold two fairly light dumbbells 
at the sides of your body.
-Begin raising the dumbbells up­
ward from the sides of your body, keep­
ing your elbows rotated back.
-As your arms reach parallel to the 
floor, drop and squeeze your shoulders.
-Slowly lower the dumbbells down 
using the strength of your shoulders, not 
momentum.
Common mistake-Don’t rock your 
upper body to get the weight up. Use a 
fairly light weight with total isolation on 
your side delts.
Workout lip: lateral Raises arc shap­
ing exercises. Use a fairly light weight 
wit total isolation on the side or rear del­
toid and you will develop a full rounded 
dclt.
Try the bent over and lateral raises 
using 3 sets of each for 10-15 reps.
TARO Restaurant is now accepting 
applications for FT/PT positions. 
Great Income for Students.
The following positions are needed:
1. Hostess
2. Wait Staff
3. Delivery Person
Candidiate must be responsible and 
possess good social skills. 
Previous restaurant experiences preferred, 
but will train the right person.
Apply in person at 
32 Church Street, Montclair, NJ 
Or Call Michael at (973) 509-2266.
Working the shoulders, step by step
W. B-BALL cont. from p. 28 
cit with 12:44 to go in the second half. 
After CNU switched to more of a pres­
sure defense, the Captains outscorcd 
MSU 13-4 in the next three minutes that 
tied the game at 53-53 with 9:30 left. In 
this crucial offensive run. Hart scored 10 
out of the 13 points, and the CNU defen­
sive pressure caused MSU to commit six 
turnovers. The Red Hawks had a total of 
26 for the game.
After the teams exchanged points to 
a 60-60 tic with 6:17 to go on the clock, 
the Captains captured the lead for good 
when Cheric Phillips converted a lay-up 
for a 62-60 lead that exploded to a 70-64
lead with 3:54 remaining. MSU cut into 
the lead with two successive steals and 
trimmed the lead to 70-68 when Senior 
captain Jill Schultz hit two free throws. 
The ensuing play, the Captains were called 
for an offensive charge, giving MSU an 
opportunity to win the game. With a 
couple of seconds to play. Schultz drove 
the baseline and put up a jumper at the 
buzzer, but the ball went in and out giv­
ing CNU the- victory.
Though losing the game, two MSU 
players made the All-Toumamcnt Team, 
Schultz (16 points) and freshman Marlena 
Lawrence who came off the bench to score 
16 points and block three shots.
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Women’s basketball outstanding in championship loss
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION
Laleethea Holland drives the lane in the first game of the Dial Classic on Friday.
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor
Junior point guard 
Wykemia Kelley on Friday had 
ice water flowing through her 
veins, as she hit a free throw with 
no time on the clock to propel the 
Montclair State Women’s Bas­
ketball tcam(2-3) past Wilkes 
University(2-3) 65-64, in the first 
round of the 19th Annual Dial 
Classic Women’s Basketball 
Tournament on Friday Night at 
Panzar Gym.
Kelly’s free throw with no 
time on the clock was the icing 
on the cake for a late MSU rally 
that erased a Wilkes 64-62 lead 
with 1:02 left on the clock. Af­
ter Wilkes attempted shot failed, 
MSU’s 5’ 10 sophomore forward 
Lindsay Robinson grabbed a lose 
ball under the MSU basket and 
converted it into a basket for the 
Red Hawks to tie the game at 64- 
64 with only :43 to go in the 
game. Wilkes was then called for 
an offensive charge on their next 
possession, giving MSU the ball 
with : 14 showing on the clock. 
MSU would have to time to set 
up a final shot.
Kelly took a pass at the top 
of key and let loose a 14-foot 
jumper that clanked off the front 
of the rim. Kelly refusing to let 
her team lose, hustled after her 
own shot. She grabbed the re­
bound, and was fouled while at­
tempting another shot as time 
expired, setting up her game win­
Men s basketball defeat Rutgers-Camden
Victory against 
losingest team in 
basketball a close one
By Karl I). Benefield
Staff Writer
Being an athlete myself, 1 
know what it is like to not con­
sider your present day opponent 
the biggest threat and not push 
yourself the same way you might 
when playing a championship 
team. However, Wednesday 
night’s game against Rutgers 
Camden displayed Montclair 
State’s undeniably talented start­
ers. as well as some of the sec­
ond stringer’s skills.
From the opening tip-off, 
it was very evident that Montclair 
was not approaching this game 
with the usual intensity seen, 
when Rutgers took an early 
game, first quarter, nine point 
lead.
With no real anxiety or ner­
vousness apparent, coach Darryl 
Jacobs (1st year) began to show 
his colors when bursts of emo­
tional calls could be heard across 
the gymnasium floor. By the end 
of the first half, Montclair caught 
up and with some help from the
bench. With a three pointer from 
rookie sensation Omar Boothe (a 
freshman from Tcancck), 
Montclair took the lead by one 
point. 40-39.
From the time the players 
left the court for the ending of 
the first coach Jacobs must have 
really had a lot to say...probably 
at a very loud tone. Anyway. like 
usual, Kyle Griffith (#50), An­
thony Peeples (#44), and BIG 
B.J. Reilly had good games.
One difference about this 
game was the contribution from 
the bench. Omar Boothe came 
off the bench on point, connect­
ing with an aerial assault of three 
pointers. Also, Tohmas Fischer 
(a freshman from Key port) came 
off playing for an aggressive 
third quarter time span—even 
showing his grit when an oppo­
nent pressed too far up on him.
The important thing to­
night was the "W”. Starter B.J. 
Reilly agreed that the bench had 
a lot to do with tonight’s victory 
in saying, "we have a great 
bench...tonight they showed 
what they got.”
Next week the Rcdhawks 
face Jersey City Away.
ning free throw.
W ilkes, who had been 
down by as much as twelve in 
the second half, received a big 
game out of Rebecca Baker 
who’s 21 points and seven re­
bounds were both team highs.
For Montclair State, senior 
guard Jill Schultz had a great all- 
around performance. Schultz 
poured in 18 points, grabbed six 
rebounds, and dished out four 
assists. Schultz also showed im­
pressive durability by playing 34 
out of total 40 minutes. MSU 
also received strong perfor­
mances out of freshman Marlcna 
Lawrence and Ayesha Burney. 
Lawrence , a forward/center out 
of New York City, came off the 
bench to score 13 points and 
block four shots. Burney, 5'3 
guard out of Summit, NJ, scored 
11 points while dishing out four 
assists.
In the Dial Classic Cham­
pionship game on Saturday af­
ternoon at Panzer Gym, Christo­
pher Newport University de­
feated MSU 70-68 behind Senior 
forward and tournament MVP 
Misty Hart’s 29 points and seven 
rebounds.
Hart, who scored 60 points 
in the two game, shot 8-22 from 
the floor and 10-12 from the free 
throw line. Hart led a second half 
chard that caused the Lady Capr 
tains to overcome a 49-38 defi-
W. B-BALL cont. on p. X
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